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ABSTRACT

This dissertation is a study of the treatment of the

circumstantial accusative (hal) in the Book of Sibawayhi.

The study is aiming at two important goals. Firstly, it is

aiming at a complete transformation of Sibawayhi's style

into modern idiomatic English. Secondly, it presents the

major discussions of the circumstantial accusative in the

Book of Sibawayhi. To achieve these goals the relevant

section of the Book have been re-arranged into six

chapters.

The first three chapters concentrate on the categories

of word in which a circumstantial accusative may occur. It

begins with the discussion of the circumstantial accusative

of an adjective, which is followed by the discussion of the

circumstantial accusative of a verbal noun and finally of a

non-verbal noun. The presentation of these discussions in

such an order is based on the priority of each of them in

accordance with Sibawayhi's point of view. These chapters

are further divided into a number of sub-headings in order

to point out the pattern of the sentences in which the

circumstantial accusative occurs. For example, the

circumstantial accusative may occur in either a verbal or a

nominal sentence.



The fourth chapter presents Sibawayhi's view concerning

the occurrence of the circumstantial accusative in a

definite form. It contains a collection of rare examples of

this definite circumstantial accusative. Furthermore, it is

arranged into a sequence of sub-headings which manifest

Sibawayhi's view concerning the degree of rarity of the

various types of the definite circumstantial accusative.

For example, Sibawayhi regards the definite verbal noun,

despite its being exceptional, as the most acceptable form

of the definite circumstantial accusative. It is followed

by the definite non-verbal noun and finally the definite

adjective.

The last two chapters concentrate on the discussion of

the noun to which a circumstantial accusative refers (sahibu

1-hal) and the agent of the circumstantial accusative

(°amilu 1-hal) respectively. Sibawayhi points out that

sahibu 1-hal should be definite. Therefore, he describes
• • •

its occurrence in an indefinite form as ugly. As far as the

agent of the circumstantial accusative is concerned,

Sibawayhi recognizes two distinct types of the agent.

Firstly, it may be a single word such as a verb or

—C c—
derivative noun such as 'ismu 1-fa il, 'ismu 1-maf ul etc.

Secondly, it may be a proposition or a nominal sentence the

meaning of which contains the meaning of a verb. Both types

of agent, however, are regarded by Sibawayhi as equivalent.
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INTRODUCTION

The circumstantial accusative, as a grammatical

category, is explained, in the Book, by Sibawayhi with two

distinct terms. The first is halun and the second is

c — c — —

khabarun li-l-ma rufi 1-mabniyyi ala ma qabla-hu or

c —

khabarun li-l-ma rufi or only khabarun. However, both terms

are not only employed to refer to the circumstantial

accusative but also in their original meaning in a wider

sense. Moreover, the word khabar, in particular, is also

used to refer to the predicate.

In the Book, the circumstantial accusative is discussed

by Sibawayhi in over thirty places under different headings,

each of which deals with a particular pattern of speech in

which the circumstantial accusative is constructed.

Moreover, each pattern, on many occasions, is used as a

model from which other similar patterns, irrespective of

whether they contain the circumstantial accusative or not,

are derived. The discussions under those headings,

therefore, are not only devoted to patterns of the

circumstantial accusative, but also to other possible

patterns that may not include it. Furthermore, some of

those headings are unspecific, hence, it is difficult to

identify the content with which they are dealing.
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The circumstantial accusative is, according to

sibawayhi, a redundant part of the sentence (fadlatun).

This concept is implicit in Slbawayhi's first discussion of

the circumstantial accusative where he compares it with the

noun which comes after the genitive noun of the genitive

construct. Furthermore, he explicitly says that a sentence

can be expressed alone without a circumstantial accusative

and the circumstantial accusative is not an essential part

of the sentence but only represents extra information

concerning someone or something which is mentioned in the

sentence.

As far as the form of the circumstantial accusative is

concerned, it is understood that the circumstantial

accusative may take the form either of an adjective or of a

verbal noun or even of a non-verbal noun. However,

Sibawayhi seems to consider the form of an adjective as the

basic form of the circumstantial accusative and the form of

a verbal noun and of a non-verbal noun as secondary.

Regarding this, sibawayhi explains that the occurrence of a

particular verbal noun as a circumstantial accusative is not

to be made an analogy for the occurrence of other verbal

nouns as such, because the verbal noun in this particular
_ Q

case is in the place of the participle (fa il). As for the

non-verbal noun which occurs as a circumstantial accusative,

Sibawayhi frequently explains its occurrence as such with a

form of a verbal noun.
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It is obvious from what we have already mentioned that

Sibawayhi, unlike modern Arab grammarians, describes the

form of a circumstantial accusative in three stages. The

first and the basic form of it is an adjective. The second

is a verbal noun which should be construed as an adjective.

The third is a non-verbal noun which is not to be construed

directly as an adjective but as a verbal noun. It is also

obvious that Sibawayhi regards the circumstantial accusative

of a verbal noun and of a non-verbal noun as rare and

exceptional.

The form of the circumstantial accusative, according to

Sibawayhi, should be indefinite. Therefore, the occurrence

of it in a definite form is regarded as rare and

exceptional. Sibawayhi considers the circumstantial

accusative of a definite verbal noun as the most possible

one and it is followed by a definite non-verbal noun, which

is regarded as more rare than a definite verbal noun, and

finally, it is followed by a definite adjective which is

regarded as the most rare of all. Moreover, Sibawayhi

points out that the occurrence of a definite circumstantial

accusative should be construed, when it is possible, as its

equivalent indefinite form.



chapters concentrate on the discussions of sahibu 1-hal and
• • •

of the agent of a circumstantial accusative, respectively,

which are occasionally discussed by Sibawayhi throughout the

various disscussions of the circumstantial accusative.



CHAPTER ONE

THE CIRCUMSTANTIAL ACCUSATIVE

OF

AN ADJECTIVE
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The adjectives which occur as circumstantial

accusatives, under this heading, are all varieties of the

derivative noun ('al-ismu 1-mushtaqqu) . They include the
__ Q

active participle ('ismu 1-fa ili), the passive participle

c—
('ismu 1-maf uli), the assimilated adjective (as-sifatu

1-mushabbahatu) and the comparative and superlative

adjective ('ismu t-tafdili).

An adjective of this class of noun , the derivative

noun, presents a basic form in which a circumstantial

accusative is constructed. This is because , due to its

derivativeness, the derivative noun , in most cases,

expresses a transitory state. This point, however, is not

expressed explicitly by Sibawayhi in his various discussions

of the circumstantial accusative. Nevertheless, the number

of examples of the circumstantial accusative of an

adjective, in the Book, is far greater than the number of

examples of the circumstantial accusative of any other

kind.

The circumstantial accusative that comes in the form of

an adjective can be divided into four sub-divisions, with

respect to the pattern of the sentence in which it occurs.



1.1 The Simple Pattern

The simplest form of the circumstantial accusative is

that of a noun in the accusative following the direct object

C""
(maf ulun bi-hi) of a transitive verb or the subject

-c 1
(fa ilun) of an intransitive verb. For example:

darabtu Cabdallahi qa'iman
" I beat cAbdullah standing up "

and

dhahaba zaydun rakiban

" Zayd went, riding."

Sibawayhi is careful to distinguish the circumstantial

accusative of qa'iman and rakiban from the accusative of the

direct object of a transitive verb. Unlike qa'iman in the

first example, 'ath-thawba in

kasawtu zaydani th-thawba

" I put the garment on Zayd "

may be placed first, or alone as in

kasawtu th-thawba
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" I put the garment on(someone) "

without affecting its meaning. Moreover, ath-thawba may take

the place of the subject as in

kusiya th-thawbu

" the garment was put on "

2
and it may be defined.

By contrast, the circumstantial accusative, such as

qa'iman or rakiban of the previous examples, is not an

object since it can be constructed with both transitive and

intransitive verb such darabtu (I beat) or dhahabtu (I went)

respectively. Furthermore, it does not occur in a definite

form. Therefore, it is not permissible, for example, to say

either

darabtu zaydan 'aba-ka

" I beat Zayd, your father "

or

darabtu zaydani 1-qa'ima

" I beat Zayd, the one who was standing up "

unless 'aba-ka and al-qa'iraa both refer to Zayd, the former

being a substitute (badalun) and the latter being a



_ n _

3
description (sifatun).

In addition, Sibawayhi emphasizes that the

circumstantial accusatives in

c _ _

darabtu abdallahi qa'iman

and

dhahaba zaydun rakiban

cannot be either an object or a subject, because the object

(in the first sentence) and the subject (in the second) have

intervened between the circumstantial accusatives and the

verbs. This, as he further explains, resembles nouns or

pronouns in the genitive ('al-'asma'u 1-majruratu) which

intervene between what comes after them and between the

genitivizer ('al-jarru) in such cases as

li mithlu-hu rajulan

" I have the like of him as a man "

— c
li mil'u-hu asalan

" I have the fill of it in honey "

and

wayha-hu farisan

" woe be upon him as a horseman."

In each of these examples -hu cuts off the government of the
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genitivizer insofar as it prevents the following noun from

being genitive also.Similarly, the object and the subject

(in the examples of the circumstantial accusative) are like
_ Q mm

the nun of ishruna which prevents what comes after it from

becoming genitive in such cases as^

c —

la-hu ishruna dirhaman

" he has a score in dirham."

Consequently, Sibawayhi explains that the verb, in the

examples of the circumstantial accusative, governs the

circumstantial accusative in the same way as li mithlu-hu

governs the noun which comes after it in the accusative,

because both the circumstantial accusative and the noun

5
after li mithlu-hu do not occur except in indefinite form.
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1.2 The Circumstantial Accusative Governed bv

a Nominal ProRflaLfciflP

Sibawayhi describes the circumstantial accusative of

this type with two different terms. Sometimes he terms it
— G — G — —

hal and sometimes khabarun li-l-ma rufi 1-mabniyyi ala ma

qabla-hu: a predicate referring to a known noun which is

itself the predicate of what precedes it. The second term

c —

is often abbreviated khabarun li-l-ma rufi or khabar. His

G —

discussion of what he terms khabarun li-l-ma rufi or khabar,

however, makes it clear that he regards it as analogous to

what he terms a hal.^

On the basis of this fact and for our convenience I

will use, in this discussion, the term predicative

circumstantial accusative to refer to all types of the

circumstantial accusative described by Sibawayhi as khabarun
G — —

li-l-ma rufi or khabar. Where it is described by Sibawayhi

as a hal, the same term will be used but it will be

distinguished from the other by the term hal in brackets.

The nominal proposition is composed of two important

elements which are the subject (mubtada1) and the predicate

('al-mabniyyu Calay-hi). The subject of the proposition

under this heading, however, mainly takes the form of what
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Sibawayhi refers to as the unspeeific nouns ('al-'asma'u

1-mubhamatu). According to Sibawayhi the unspecific nouns

are the demonstrative pronouns ('asma'u l-'isharati) which

are hadha, dhalika and their feminine, dual and plural

derivatives and the separate nominative personal pronouns

„ c —

(dama'iru r-raf i 1-munfasilatu) such as huwa, hiya, huma,
• •

7
hum, hunna etc.

On the basis of the obvious distinction between the two

groups of the unspecific nouns, as well as the clear

division between them in Sibawayhi's discussion, it is

useful to divide the discussion under this heading into two

sub-headings.

1.2.1 The Predicative Circumstantial, Accusative. ..of. _th_e

Predicate of a Demonstrative Pronoun.

The examples of the predicative circumstantial

g
accusative of the predicate of a demonstrative pronoun are:

hadha Cabdullahi muntaliqan
C- —

" this is Abdullah departing "

ha'ula'i qawmu-ka muntaliqina

" these are your people departing "

dhaka cabdullahi dhahiban

c —
" that is Abdullah going "
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and

— — c — c —

hadha abdullahi ma rufan

c —" this is Abdullah, being well-known."

It is obvious from the above examples that the predicative

circumstantial accusative, muntaliqan of the first example,

muntaliqina of the second, dhahiban of the third and

c —

ma rufan of the fourth, do not come immediately after the

demonstrative pronouns, but after the predicates. These,

according to Sibawayhi, are required by the demonstrative

pronouns in order to make a complete statement.

Demonstrative pronouns, therefore, govern what comes after

9
them in the same manner as the verb and the genitivizer do.

As for the meaning of these examples, Sibawayhi

explains that these expressions are used not in order to

identify the person spoken about to the hearer, as one would

do if one thought that the hearer did not know the person

spoken about, rather they are used to attract the attention

of the hearer to the circumstance of the person spoken about

in each sentence. For example, the purpose of saying the

Q
first example is to indicate Abdullah's departure. On the

basis of this purpose, it is understood that the words hadha

c —

abdullahi, of the example, imply the meaning of a verb.

Thus, the meaning of the example is
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'unzur 'ilay-hi muntaliqan
• •

" look at him departing."

Therefore, Sibawayhi further explains, muntaliqan is the

10 c
predicative circumstantial accusative (hal) of Abdullah

•

c —

and Abdullah has prevented muntaliqan from being the

predicate of hadha, in the same way as CAbdullah prevents
— — c —
rakiban from being the subject (fa il) of the verb ja'a when

one says

ja'a °abdullahi rakiban
c —

" Abdullah came riding "

11
in which rakiban is a circumstantial accusative.

12
Another example , which is slightly different from the

previous examples of the predicative circumstantial

accusative (hal) is

hadha r-rajulu muntaliqan

" this is the man departing."

In this example the active participle muntaliqan is a

predicative circumstantial accusative (hal) because the

definite noun ar-rajulu is the predicate of hadha. The

sentence is, according to Sibawayhi, similar to one's saying
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- c - 13
hadha abdullahi muntaliqan

Sibawayhi points out that the active participle

muntaliqan of the previous example can also occur in the

nominative case as the predicate of hadha. For example,

hadha r-rajulu muntaliqun

" this man is departing."

In this case, the definite noun ar-rajulu becomes the

description of the subject hadha and constitutes together

with hadha a single noun. The sentence

hadha r-rajulu muntaliqun

is, therefore, with respect to its meaning, equivalent to

_ - 14
hadha muntaliqun

The difference between the sentence in which the active

participle muntaliqun is nominative and the sentence in

which muntaliqan is accusative is that in the first sentence

the speaker does not intend to identify anyone in particular

to the hearer, but he simply indicates the act of the person

spoken about, which is departing, while in the second
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sentence, apart from giving the indication of the man's

departure, the speaker also wishes to identify to the hearer

1 5
a man who is already known to him.

Similarly, the active participle muntaliqan in

hadha Cabdullahi muntaliqan

may also be used in the nominative case as in

hadha Cabdullahi muntaliqun
" this (man), cAbdullah is departing."

According to Sibawayhi, muntaliqun in this example is

nominative in one of four ways. Firstly, muntaliqun may be

the predicate of either hadha or huwa elided after

c — c —

Abdullah. Secondly, both Abdullah and muntaliqun may be

regarded as predicates of hadha. Thirdly, cAbdullah may be

in apposition (maCtuf) with hadha and therefore muntaliqun
• •

c —

is the predicate of them. Finally, Abdullah may be the

substitute (badal) of hadha and muntaliqun is therefore a

16
predicate.
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With respect to the government of the accusative

17
muntaliqan of the sentence

hadha r-rajulu muntaliqan

Sibawayhi explains that the circumstantial predicative

reffering to the definite noun ar-rajulu is accusative

because it is as though it were a circumstantial accusative

in which the action of a verb has taken place (halun

mafCulun fi-ha). This is because the subject governs what

comes after it in the same way as the verb governs what

comes after it. In this way the proposition which is

comprised of a subject and a predicate gives the meaning of
— c —

alerting (at-tanbihu) and identifying (at-ta rifu).

Furthermore, the fact that the noun ar-rajulu in such a

nominal sentence prevents muntaliqan from being a predicate,
_ Q

is similar to the subject (fa il) of a verbal sentence

—c
preventing a circumstantial accusative from being a fa il.

Sibawayhi further explains that the adverbial accusative of

muntaliqan in such a sentence without a verb is similar to a

zarf which has its place in a sentence without a verb. This

due to the fact that

fi-ha zaydun

" in it is Zayd "
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means

'istaqarra fl-ha zaydun

" Zayd settled in it."

From another point of view, the active participle

muntaliqan is accusative in the same way as the noun

mm Q mm

dirhaman is made accusative by the nun of ishruna, in

_ Q _

li ishruna dirhaman

" I have twenty dirhams."

This is because both muntaliqan and dirhaman are not

descriptions of their preceding nouns and, furthermore,

neither of them is constructed in the same way as a

description is. On this basis, it is observed that the

c —

nominal proposition and the noun ishruna both govern what

comes after them in the same way as the active participle
— c

('ismu 1-fa ili), which governs in the same way as an

c — c
imperfect verb (al-fi lu 1-mudari u), governs a direct

object which comes after it, as in

— 18
daribun zaydan
•

" beating Zayd "
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1.2.2 The Predicative Circumstantial Accusative of the

Predicate of a Nominative Personal Pronoun

An example of a predicative circumstantial accusative

of a predicate of a nominative personal pronoun is

c - 19
huwa zaydun ma rufan

" he is Zayd, being well known "

c —

in which ma rufan is a predicative circumstantial accusative

(hal). According to Sibawayhi such an expression is used to

address a hearer who has no knowledge of the person spoken

about or one who is assumed to have no knowledge of that

person. It is, therefore, similar to one's saying

c —

'intabih 'ilay-hi ma rufan

" take note of him, being well known "

or

c —

•ilzam-hu ma rufan

" cleave to him, being well known."

On the basis of this account, the passive participle

c —

ma rufan becomes a predicative circumstantial accusative

(hal) and is similar to the active participle muntaliqan in
• •

the sentence
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hadha zaydun muntaliqan^

Sibawayhi further explains that the purpose of

c —

mentioning ma rufan in such a sentence is to clarify the

identity of the person spoken of. On this basis, it is only

c —

permissible to put in the place of ma rufan what resembles

it in identifying the person spoken of in the sentence and

c —

reinforcing his identification. If, however, ma rufan of

the previous example were replaced by muntaliqan, it would

not be permissible because muntaliqan does not clarify the

identity of Zayd, nor reinforce his identification.

Furthermore, muntaliqan does not contain the meaning of

c 21
ma rufan which is la shakka (without any doubt).

Another example of a predicative circumstantial

accusative of this type is

c —

huwa 1-haqqu bayyinan wa-ma luman

" it is the truth, clear and understood."

c —

In this example bayyinan and ma luman are predicative

circumstantial accusatives because both of them clarify and

22
reinforce the predicate al-haqqu.
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Regarding the subject of the previous examples,

Sibawayhi explains that huwa can be replaced by other

nominative personal pronouns such as hiya, huma, hunna,

'ana, or one such as 'inna-hu. For example: 'Ibn Dara

'ana bnu darata ma°rufan bi-ha nasabi

" I am the son of Dara, my descent from

her being well known "

Besides the examples discussed above, Sibawayhi

explains that it is also possible to say, for example,

'ana Cabdullahi kariman jawadan

" I am cAbdullah, noble and generous "
C — — c

huwa abdullahi shuja an batalan

c —" he is Abdullah, courageous and brave "
— c —

'inni abdullahi musaghghiran nafsa-hu
mm mm Q

li-rabbi-hi 'akilan kama ya'kulu 1- abdu wa-

— — Q
shariban kama yashrabu 1- abdu

c —
" I am Abdullah, belittling himself to his Lord,

eating and drinking as a slave "

These sentences have the purpose respectively of exalting
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oneself, threatening others or showing one's humility. They

are possible because by uttering them one makes known, about

the person spoken of in the sentences, what one thought the

hearer did not know, or what one chooses to regard the

hearer as not knowing. They are, therefore, similar to

one's simply making known to the hearer the name of the

24
person spoken of.

Sibawayhi then asserts that when a nominative personal

pronoun is used as the subject of a sentence, it is not

permissible to put the noun to which it refers after it if

the only purpose is to give information about an action or a

description and not to identify the noun, whether it is for

Q
example Zaid or Amr, or to exalt or belittle oneself, or to

25
threaten another . It is accordingly impossible, for

example, for a person's friend who is known to him to tell

him something about himself or another person who is known

to him by saying

— c —
'ana abdullahi muntaliqan

c —" I am Abdullah, departing "

or

huwa zaydun muntaliqan

" he is Zayd, departing "

This is impossible because it is understood from the
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sentences that the speaker does not wish to identify himself

c —
or another as Abdullah or Zayd, respectively, but only

wishes to give information about his or Zayd's departure.

This is because whenever one says 'ana or huwa, it is

understood that the person to which the pronoun refers is

already known and, therefore, naming him is no longer

26
required . However, in a circumstance where there is a

person one knows behind a wall or in a place which prevents

one from recognizing him, it is then correct for him, when

replying to one's question

man 'anta

" who are you ?"

to say

- - 27
'ana zaydun muntaliqan fi hajati-ka

• •

" I am Zayd, departing on your errand."

Finally, Sibawayhi explains that everything which is

applicable to huwa and its sisters ('akhawatu-ha) is also

applicable to the predicate of a specific noun ('ismun

ghayru mubhamin). For example:

— c — c — 2b
'akhu-ka abdullahi ma rufan

c —
" your brother is Abdullah, being well known "
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1.3 The Circumstantial Accusative which Occurs

in an Interrogative Sentence

An interrogative sentence, in this discussion, is a

sentence that begins with an interrogative particle such as

ma (what?),man (who?) , or a prepositional construct such as

li-man (whose?), or the prefix 'a (do or does?).

The circumstantial accusative which occurs in an

interrogative sentence can be be divided into two divisions,

with respect to the pattern of the sentence in which it

occurs.

1.3.1 The Circumstantial,.Accusative which Comes

after a, Sentence.

The sentence, in this discussion, is comprised of a

subject which is an interrogative particle, and a predicate

which in many cases takes the form of a genitive construct.

Sibawayhi describes the circumstantial accusative which

occurs after such a sentence as the circumstantial

accusative of the person who has been questioned (halun

li-l-mas'uli) or the circumstantial accusative of the person

who has been the subject of a question (halun li-l-mas'uli

° \ 25an-hu).
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The examples of this type of circumstantial accusative

are:

ma sha'nu-ka qa'iman

" what is it with you, standing up?"

ma sha'nu zaydin qa'iman

" what is it with Zayd, standing up?"

and

ma li-'akhi-ka qa'iman

" what is it with your brother, standing up?"

According to Sibawayhi the active participle qa'iman in the

above examples is accusative because it is governed by the

preceding sentences. Thus, for example, qa'iman in the

first example is governed by ma sha'nu-ka. Sibawayhi

further explains that their government is, therefore,

similar to the government of the sentence

hadha Cabdullahi qa'iman.

Furthermore, the sentences such as ma sha'nu-ka and ma la-ka

contain the meaning of li-ma qumta (why did you stand?).
30

This is clearly shown by a Qur'anic passage:

— c c —
fa-ma la-hum ani t-tadhkirati mu ridina
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" why are they turning aside from the warning?"

Another similar example of the circumstantial

accusative of this type is

man dha qa'iman bi-l-babi

" who is that standing by the door?"

Sibawayhi explains that the meaning which it is wished to

express is

man dha 1-ladhi huwa qa'imun bi-l-babi

" who is that, who is standing by the door?"

and the agent which governs the active participle qa'iman in

this example is equivalent to

hadha Cabdullahi

because man is the subject of the sentence and dha is its

predicate. This explanation is also applicable to one such

as

-31
li-mani d-daru maftuhan babu-ha

" whose is the house, with its door open?"
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As for an example such as

man dha khayrun / khayran min-ka

the comparative adjective khayr can be either in the

nominative case or in the accusative. On the one hand it is

nominative if the sentence expresses the meaning

man dha 1-ladhi huwa khayrun min-ka

" who is it that is better than you?"

from which is not understood that one expects the person to

whom one addresses the question to identify a particular

person whose superiority over the person questioned is

apparent. On the other hand, it is accusative in the same

way as qa'iman of the previous examples is, if one wishes

the person to whom one addresses the question to identify a

particular person indicated by the question. Thus, one may

32
say for this purpose

man dha khayran min-ka

" who is that better than you?"
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1.3.2 The Cj.rcuffigtaptj.ai. Accusative wh.i.cfr. Coweg

after the Interrogative Prefix

It can be pointed out in advance that Sibawayhi's

discussion of these examples includes several examples which

do not in fact have the interrogative prefix. The heading

is used, however, as Sibawayhi gives priority to the

examples that do have the interrogative prefix.

The examples of the circumstantial accusative which

comes after the interrogative prefix are:

_ Q —

'a-qa'iman wa-qad qa ada n-nasu

" do you remain standing while the people

have sat?"

and

—c —
' a-qa idan wa-qad sara r-rakbu

" do you remain sitting while the riders

have departed?"

According to Sibawayhi, these sentences can be expressed in

a different way without the interrogative prefix, in which

case the adjectival participles remain as they were when

they were preceded by the interrogative prefix. Thus we may

say
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— c — c —

qa'iman qad alima llahu qad qa ada n-nasu

" you remain standing, God knows,

while the people have sat "

and

—c c — — 33
qa idan alima llahu wa-qad sara r-rakbu

"
you remain sitting, God knows,

while the riders have departed."

Sibawayhi explains that both types of expression are

said in order to warn a person who remains standing or

sitting. They are as if one says

'a-taqumu qa'iman

" do you remain standing?"

and

c —c
'a-taq udu qa idan

" do you remain sitting?"

However, the verb is elided because the cireumstances of the

person to whom one addresses the question clearly imply its

presence. In this case, where the verb is elided, the

active participle becomes the substitute (badal) of the verb

and, according to Sibawayhi, the active participle in such a

34
case behaves like the verbal noun.
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Another example of the circumstantial accusative of

this type which comes in a slightly different pattern of

sentence from the previous one is

°a'idhan bi-llahi min sharri-ha

" seeking God's protection from its mischief!"

According to Sibawayhi, this sentence is said when the

speaker finds himself in a state of fear and seeking God's

protection from something that should be avoided. Sibawayhi

explains that the speaker finds himself in such a state in

the same way as the previous speaker found someone else in

c—
the state of standing or sitting. Furthermore, a'idhan is

_ _ Q
similar to qa'iman or qa idan of the previous examples

because when one says

c— —

a'idhan bi-llahi

" seeking God's protection!"

it is as though one says

C— — Q— —
'a udhu bi-llahi a'idhan bi-llahi

" I seek God's protection, seeking

God's protection."
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c— —

However, the verb of 'a udhu bi-llahi is elided and replaced

c— —

by a'idhan bi-llahi as its substitute. It thus behaves

like the verbal noun in

c — — 35
iyadhan bi-llahi

" recourse to God!"

c —

in which the verbal noun iyadhan substitutes for the verb

'acudhu.

Examples of this type of circumstantial accusative

which occur in poetry are:

c — —

'alhiq adhaba-ka bi-l-qawmi 1-ladhina taghaw
• •

0— c — —

wa- a'idhan bi-ka 'an ya lu fa-yutghuni

" extend your punishment upon the people who have

exceeded the limit, I seeking your protection from

their prevailing and causing me to exceed

the limit "

C—
in which a'idhan is a circumstantial accusative, and the

saying of a poet

— c
'ara-ka jama ta mas'alatan wa-hirsan

wa-cinda 1-haqqi zahharan 'unana
• • •

" I see you are both demanding and greedy,

(and see you) moaning and grumbling at
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what is right "

in which zahharan and 'unana are circumstantial accusatives,
• •

as though he says

tazharu zahiran wa-ta'innu 'aninan
• •

" (you) moaning away and grumbling away."

Finally, Sibawayhi explains that when one refers to the

state of oneself or another by means of a circumstantial

accusative, one establishes the sense of the verb, just as

one does in the case of

saqyan wa-hamdan

"
may God give a drink, God be praised."

c— —

He further emphasizes that a'idhan bi-llahi in the

substitution (badal) and the concealment of a verb

('al-'idmar) behaves like a verbal noun (masdar), as hanl'an
• •

(may it do you much good) does, because it is equivalent to

37
a verbal noun.
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1 .4 The Circumstantial Accusative of an Ad.iective which is

Governed by a Comparative or Superlative. _Ad.je_c_ti.ve

The circumstantial accusative which is governed by the

comparative or superlative adjective ('ismu t-tafdili) is

discussed by sibawayhi under the heading " the chapter of

those nouns and adjectives which become accusative because
q O

they are circumstances in which things occur The pattern

of the sentences in which the comparative or superlative

adjective governs a circumstantial accusative of an

adjective tends to follow the pattern of the sentence in

which it governs a noun as a circumstantial accusative.

Sibawayhi discusses both types together,but the case of noun

will be discussed later.

The examples in which the comparative or superlative

adjective governs a circumstantial accusative of another

adjective are:

marartu bi-rajulin 'akhbatha ma yakunu

'akhbathu min-ka 'akhbatha ma takunu

" I passed by a man who at his worst is worse

than you at your worst "

marartu bi-rajulin khayra ma yakunu

khayrin min-ka khayra ma takunu
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" I passed by a man who at his best is better

than you at your best "

and

huwa 'akhbatha ma yakunu 'akhbatha min-ka

39
'akhbatha ma takunu

" he at his worst is worse than you at your worst."

The superlative adjectives which come before and after the

comparative adjectives in the above examples, according to

Sibawayhi, are circumstantial accusatives similar to the two

non-derivative nouns ('ismun ghayru mushtaqqin) in such an

40
example as

hadha busran 'atyabu min-hu rutaban
• •

" these (dates) are better as unripe dates

than as ripe dates "

where busran and rutaban are circumstantial accusatives.

As for the example

marartu bi-rajulin khayra ma yakunu

khayrin min-ka khayra ml takunu

Sibawayhi notes that the superlative adjectives can also

occur in the nominative case as in
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marartu bi-rajulin khayru ma yakunu

khayrun min-ka

" I passed by a man whose best is better

than you n

in which the speaker means

marartu bi-rajulin khayru 'ahwali-hi

khayrun min-ka

" I passed by a man the best of whose conditions

is better than you "

which actually means

...khayrun min 'ahwali-ka

"...better than your conditions."

Similarly one may say

- - - 41
naharu-ka sa'imun wa-laylu-ka qa'imun

" your day is fasting and your night is praying."
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Sibawayhi includes here two examples where the

circumstantial accusative is a superlative adjective

governed by a verb. They are:

_ _ Q
'ati-ka yawma 1-jum ati 'abta'a-hu

" I shall come to you on Friday at the latest "
Q

•a taytu-hu dirhaman aw dirhamayni
• c

'akthara ma 'a taytu-hu

" I gave him one or two dirhams at the most."

In the first example 'abta'a-hu expresses the meaning

'abta'a l-'ityani

" coming at the latest "

— c
In the second example 'akthara ma 'a taytu-hu expresses the

meaning

Q
'akthara 1- atiyyati

" giving at the most."

On the other, however, they may be read in the nominative as

predicates if the speaker wishes to express such a meaning
*

as
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dhaka 'abta'u-hu

" that is at the latest "

and

dhaka 'aktharu-hu

" that is at the most "

respectively.
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The verbal noun (masdar), for example, dhahabun

(going), darbun (beating), 'iftikharun (boasting) etc, is,

according to Basran grammarians, a basic form from which the

other categories of Arabic words are derived. The verbal

noun, along with the non-derivative noun, represents the

secondary form in which the circumstantial accusative

occurs. This fact is widely accepted by the Arab

grammarians and Sibawayhi's view will become evident

throughout his various discussions of the circumstantial

accusative of a verbal noun.

In the Book, the circumstantial accusative of a verbal

noun occurs in a few groups of examples, the patterns of

which can be discussed seperately under four headings.

2.1 The Circumstantial Accusative of a Verbal Noun

Governed bv a Verb

Although Sibawayhi does not point out the agent of the

circumstantial accusative in this discussion, it is

unmistakable, from studying the examples which follow, that

the agent of the circumstantial accusative of a verbal noun

1
under this heading is a verb. The examples which come under

this heading are as follows:
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qataltu-hu sabran

" I killed him captive "

laqitu-hu fuja'atari / mufaja'atan

" I met him suddenly "

laqitu-hu kifahan / mukafahatan
• •

" I met him face to face "

laqitu-hu °iyanan
" I met him eye to eye "

kallamtu-hu mushafahatan

" I spoke to him face to face (literally,

mouth to mouth "

Q
'ataytu-hu rakdan / adwan / mashyan

" I came to him running / walking "
— c c

'akhadhtu dhalika an-hu sam an

. -c 2
/ sama an

" I took that from him aurally "

According to Sibawayhi, the verbal nouns in the above

examples are circumstances in which things occur, and

therefore they take the accusative case. He further

explains that not every verbal noun, even by analogy, can be

a circumstantial accusative in the same way as the verbal

nouns in the above examples, because the above verbal nouns

_ Q
are in the place of the fa il. That is, a verbal noun does

—c
not regularly occur in place of the fa il and any occurrence

of it as such does not imply the nacessary occurrence of the
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others. Therefore, it is not permissible, for example, to

say

'ata-na surCatan

" he came to us speedily "

or

'ata-na rujlatan

" he came to us on foot "

Q
in which sur atan and rujlatan are put in the place of the
— c
fa il as circumstantial accusatives modelled after the

3 -
verbal nouns of the previous examples. Sibawayhi then

explains that such a restriction on the use of the verbal

noun as a circumstantial accusative is analogous to the

restriction on its use in saqyan (may God give you rain) and

hamdan (I praise God) where the verbal nouns are substitutes

4
for their verbs. Other verbal nouns may not necessarily be

used in the same way.

Other examples of the circumstantial accusative which

occurs in the form of a verbal noun are: the saying of the

poet Zuhayr ibn Abi Salma,

fa-la'yan bi-la'yin ma hamal-na walida-na

°ala zahri mahbukin zima'in mafasilu-h
• • • •

" with much delay we mounted our young lad
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on the back of a strongly built (horse) with

lean limbs "

in which the verbal noun la'yan is a circumstantial

accusative, and the saying of a composer of rajaz

wa-manhalin waradtu-hu ltiqatan

" many a pool I have come to unexpectedly "

in which the verbal noun 'iltiqatan is a circumstantial

5
accusative.

At the end of the discussion under this heading

Sibawayhi maintains that the verbal nouns in the above

examples are circumstantial accusatives because they answer

the question

kayfa laqita-hu^
" how did you meet him?"
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2.2 The Circumstantial Accusative of a Verbal Noun which

Occurs after the Introductory 'Amma

The verbal nouns in this discussion, according to

Sibawayhi, are accusative because they refer to the

7
circumstance of the person mentioned in the sentence. The

examples are:

'amma simanan fa-saminun

" as for being fat, he is fat "

and

— C c—

'amma ilman fa- alimun

" as for being knowledgeable, he is

knowledgeable "

Q
in which the accusative verbal nouns simanan and ilman

describe the state of the person to whom the verbal
_ Q _

adjectives saminun and alimun refer. The verbal adjectives

themselves govern the verbal nouns as circumstantial

g
accusatives. The circumstantial accusatives in the above

examples, like the circumstantial accusatives of the verbal

noun of the previous discussion, are in the place of the
— c
fa il. This implies that not only their occurrence in the

form of a verbal noun is rare but also their form is likely

to be construed as the form of their equivalent
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participles. Thus, simanan is to be construed as saminan

c c— Q
and ilman as aliman.

Sibawayhi notes that Khalil claimed that the

circumstantial accusatives of a verbal noun in the previous

examples are equivalent to the circumstantial accusatives

of a verbal noun in such cases as

c —

'anta r-rajulu ilman wa-dinan

" you are the man in knowledge and religion "

and

'anta r-rajulu fahman wa-'adaban

"you are the man in understanding

and manners."

This is due to the fact that, in the first place, the verbal

nouns simanan and ilman of the former examples, and the

c —

verbal nouns ilman, dinan, fahman, and 'adaban of the

latter examples, are circumstances referring to the persons

spoken about in the sentence. In the second place, they are

circumstantial accusatives, governed by the following verbal

adjectives, as far as simanan and ilman are concerned, and

0 _

by the preceding propositions as far as ilman, dinan,

fahman, and 'adaban are concerned. Finally, they are

circumstantial accusatives which occur in the place of the
— c
fa il, and since they are circumstantial accusatives, they
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- 10
could not possibly be defined with 'alif and lam.

Other examples of the circumstantial accusative of this

type which occurs in a slightly different pattern are:

— c - c
'amma ilman fa-la ilma la-hu

" as for being knowledgeable he has no knowledge "
— c — c c

'amma ilman fa-la ilma inda-hu

" as for being knowledgeable he has no knowledge "

and

— c — c
'amma ilman fa-la ilma

" as being knowledgeable, there is no knowledge "

with the elision of the prepositional construct la-hu in the

third example, since the man spoken about is known. The

Q
verbal noun ilman in the above examples is a

circumstantial accusative . Sibawayhi notes that in the
_ Q

dialect of Tamim, ilman in the above examples occurs in

both the accusative and nominative cases. However, its

occurrence in the accusative case is better since they

11
assume it to be circumstantial accusative.

However, in the dialect of Tamim the nominative would

be used in these cases, since if the accusative were used

Tamim would regard it as a circumstantial accusative, and

this cannot be defined.. In the HijazI dialect however, they
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may still be accusative even though defined, but they are

then no longer understood as circumstantial accusatives and

G—
are regarded instead as maf ulun la-hu or causative

12
adjectives.

Lastly, there are a few examples, modelled after the

previous examples, in which a verbal adjective occurs as a

circumstantial accusative. They are such cases as:

'amma sadiqan musafiyan
• •

fa-laysa bi-sadiqin musafin
• •

" as a sincere friend, he is not a

a sincere friend "

'amma zahiran fa-laysa bi-zahirin

" as an apparent thing, it is not apparent "

and

— C— c—

'amma aliman fa- alimun

" as a knowledgeable man he is knowledgeable."

Sadiqan (in the first sentence), zahiran (in the second) and
• •

C""
aliman (in the third) are in the accusative case because,

in the first sentence, the person referred to is regarded as

outside the state of friendship. In the second sentence,

the thing referred to is regarded as outside a state of

being apparent. In the third sentence, the person is

13
regarded as being in a state of knowledgeability.
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Furthermore, unlike the verbal nouns of this section, these

verbal adjectives cannot occur in the nominative case

because no person or thing to which the description belongs

is referred to in these sentences, while in the sentence

G C—
' amma 1- ilmu fa- alimun

" as for knowledge, he is knowledgeable "

a person is specifically referred to as having knowledge.

Furthermore, these verbal adjectives cannot be defined with

'alif and lam and thus become causative accusatives like the

verbal nouns. This is because, according to Sibawayhi, the

verbal noun has other places and functions of its own in the

sentence, while in the case of its being a circumstantial

accusative it merely follows the verbal adjective and is

14
placed in its place.
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2.3 The Circumstantial Accusative which Occurs

after a Nominal Proposition

The discussion under this heading will include not only

the circumstantial accusative of verbal nouns but also the

circumstantial accusative of some adjectives as well as of

some non-derivative nouns. The reason for putting them

together in one discussion and under the heading of the

verbal noun is that, according to Sibawayhi, they are

accusative for the same reason and though some of them are

not verbal nouns, they are considered equivalent to verbal

15
nouns. The discussion of the circumstantial accusative,

under this heading, falls into two categories. The

difference between the two categories is that, in the first

category the words mostly occur in the accusative case and

although some of them may also occur in the nominative case,

their occurrence in the accusative is predominant. In the

second category, although they may occur in the accusative,

their occurrence in the nominative is predominant.

The examples of the first category of the

circumstantial accusative are:

huwa bnu Camml dinyan
" he is the son of my paternal uncle,
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very close "

and

huwa jarl bayta bayta

" he is my neighbour, house to house "

The verbal noun dinyan in the first example and the noun

Q
bayta in the second, are similar to ilman in such a case as

'anta r-rajulu ilman

" you are the man in knowledge."

They are governed by the preceding propositions which govern

c —

what comes after them in the same way that the noun ishruna

governs the dirham which comes after it as in

Cishruna dirhaman

" a score of dirhams "

because, according to Sibawayhi, dirhaman is not a noun in

c — *15
construct with ishruna nor are they the same thing.

Other examples which follow the pattern of the previous

examples and involve the same type of reasoning are

hadha dirhamun waznan

" this is a dirham in weight "
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hadha hasibun jiddan

" this one is very noble "

and

hadha Gishruna miraran

" this is a score, several times over "

in which waznan, jiddan and miraran, like dinyan and bayta

bayta in the previous examples, are accusative as

17
circumstantial accusatives. As for the example

hadha dirhamun sawa'an

" this is a dirham completely "

sawa'an is a circumstantial accusative and can be elucidated

with its equivalent verbal noun 'istiwa'an, though

'istiwa'an is not actually used in this context, as in

hadha dirhamuni stiwa'an

" this is a dirham completely."

Alternatively sawa'un can be used as a description as in

hadha dirhamun sawa'un

" this is a complete dirham "

which means
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hadha dirhamun tammun

" this is a complete dirham "

Both uses of sawa' are also found in the Qur'an. For

example:

fl 'arbaCati 'ayyamin sawa'an li-s-sa'ilina

and

fi 'arba°ati 'ayyamin sawa'in li-s-sa'ilina.

Sawa'an in the first example is accusative as a

circumstantial accusative, while in the second example it is

genitive as a description because, according to Khalil, it

is made equivalent to the participle mustawiyatin. Sawa'in,

however, is an exceptional usage and is less common than

saw'an. It is used only in some less common readings of the

n 18Qur'an.

In addition to the examples that we have already

mentioned, we also have two other examples in which the

verbal noun and the adjective occur as circumstantial

accusatives in the definite form. They are:

— — c
hadha arabiyyun hasba-hu

" this one is an Arab, sufficient to himself "
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and

— c — C— —

hadhihi ishruna 'ad afa-ha

" these are twenty as the multiple of them."

Sibawayhi explains that, as reported by Abu 1-Khattab from
• •

trustworthy Arabs, hasba-hu in the first example is made

equivalent to dinyan and waznan of the previous examples and

its meaning can be elucidated as

c —

huwa arabiyyuni ktifa'an

" he is an Arab, as sufficient to himself "

1 9
which is, however, not used in everyday language. As for

'adCafa-ha , Sibawayhi explains that, although Yunus claimed

that some people also said it in the nominative case, and

without the pronominal suffix as in

hadhihi Cishruna 'adCafu-ha

and

— — G — c —

hadhihi ishruna ' ad afun

its occurrence in the accusative case is predominant.^^
Sibawayhi says that hasba-hu and 'adGafa-ha as

circumstantial accusatives always have the pronominal

suffix as jahda-hu and taqata-hu have. By contrast, the

verbal noun, the adjective, and the noun, of the previous
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examples, do not occur as circumstantial accusatives unless

they come without 'alif and lam and without pronominal

suffix, because they are equivalent to the verbal nouns in

such cases as

laqitu-hu kifahan

" I met him face to face "

and

21
'ataytu-ka jiharan

" I came to you openly."

The examples of the second category of the

circumstantial accusative referred to at the beginning of

this section are:

_ — c
hadha arabiyyun mahdan

" this one is an Arab of pure descent "

and

— — G
hadha arabiyyun qalban

" this one is an Arab of genuine descent."

The verbal noun mahdan and the noun qalban in the above
• •

examples are both in the accusative case, because they are

equivalent to the verbal noun dinyan and other verbal nouns

and nouns which have already been mentioned in the previous

examples. However, as it is claimed by Yunus, their
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occurrence in the nominative case as descriptions is

predominant.For example,

_ _ c
hadha arabiyyun mahdun

• •

and

- - c 22
hadha arabiyyun qalbun.

In conclusion, Sibawayhi emphasizes that the verbal

noun, the adjective, and the noun which have already been

discussed are accusative because they are neither related to

nor part of the preceding nouns themselves nor are they

their descriptions. This is because they cannot be the

predicates of the preceding nouns. It is not possible to

say

' ibnu Cammi dinyun

or

Q
arabiyyun jiddun.

Since it is not possible for them to be predicates, they are

23
even less able to be descriptions.
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2.4 The Circumstantial Accusative of the Noun

of Plurality

Q
The noun of plurality ('ismu 1-jam i) is a noun which

c
signifies three or more objects. Since 'ismu 1-jam i is a

category of noun , it belongs to the discussion of nouns

used as circumstantial accusatives. However, it is

discussed here along with the circumstantial accusative of a

verbal noun on the basis that, on the one hand, unlike the

noun, it is derived from the verbal root and on the other

its occurrence as a circumstantial accusative is likened by

24
Sibawayhi to that of the verbal noun.

The examples of the circumstantial accusative of a noun

of plurality which are given by Sibawayhi are:

marartu bi-him jamiGan
" I passed by them altogether "

c—
marartu bi-him ammatan

" I passed by them collectively "

and

—c
marartu bi-him jama atan

" I passed by them in a crowd. "

—c c—
In these examples the nouns of plurality jami an, ammatan
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—c
and jama atan are in the accusative case because they are

used as circumstantial accusatives. According to Sibawayhi,

these examples are similar to one's saying

marartu bi-him qiyaman

" I passed by them, standing up "

in which the verbal noun qiyaman is a circumstantial

25
accusative. As far as the declinability of these nouns is

—c c—
concerned, the nouns jami an and ammatan differ from the

— — —Q C—
noun 'al-jamma'a 1-ghafira because jami an and amraatan are

fully declinable while 'al-jamma'a 1-ghafira is not and is

26
therefore not included in the same discussion. Apart from

—c
being declinable, the nouns of plurality jami an and

c—
ammatan do not occur as circumstantial accusatives in their

definite form. This is because a noun which occurs as a

circumstantial accusative cannot normally be defined either

by 'alif and lam or by the attachment of the second noun of

a genitive construct. Therefore, Sibawayhi explains that

it is ugly to say either

darabtu-hu 1-qa'ima

" I beat him, the standing up "

or

darabtu-hum qa'imi-him

" I beat them the standing ones of them "
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if we mean by al-qa'ima and qa'imi-him the same as we mean

_ 27
by qa'iman and qa'imina, respectively.

In conjunction with this discussion Sibawayhi explains

that Khalil describes that on the basis of the fact that a

circumstantial accusative of a noun cannot be defined by

either 'alif and lam or the second noun of a genitive

construct, people make the circumstantial accusative of a

definite noun which is defined by a pronominal suffix such

as khamsata-hum equivalent to taqata-hu, jahda-hu and

wahda-hu. Al-jamma'a 1-ghafira is made equivalent to

c — —

al- iraka, and qatibatan and turran, since they are not
• •

— C C— —

nouns, are made equivalent to jami an, ammatan, kifahan and
~ 28

mukafahatan.
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The category of noun which occurs as a circumstantial

accusative in this discussion is called 'ismun jamidun.

•Ism jamid is a category of noun which is not derived from

the verbal root according to any predetermined pattern, such

as dirhamun (a dirham), shatun, (a sheep), hadidun (iron)

etc. It is referred to here as the non-verbal noun.

Furthermore, unlike the adjective, this type of noun does

not express a transitory meaning, therefore, its occurrence

as a circumstantial accusative is regarded by later Arab

grammarians, Ibn Malik in particular, as secondary by

comparison with the occurrence of an adjective as a

circumstantial accusative.

As far as Sibawayhi's view is concerned, although he

does not make the point explicit in his various discussions

of the circumstantial accusative of a noun, we may assume,

on the basis of the limited number of the examples of this

type of noun as such by comparison with the adjective, that

he holds the same view.

The circumstantial accusative which occurs in the form

of a noun can be grouped under three major headings, with

respect to the pattern of the sentences in which it occurs.
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3.1 The Circumstantial Accusative which Occurs

after the Interrogative Prefix

Sibawayhi discusses this topic under the heading " the

chapter concerning those nouns which are not obtained from

the verbal root but which are treated as those nouns which

1
are obtained from the verbal root The examples of the

circumstantial accusative of this type are:

-2
'a-tamimiyyan marratan wa-qaysiyyan 'ukhra

" do you belong to Tamim at one time

and to Qays at another?"

c — — 3
'a-fi s-silmi 'a yaran jafa'an wa-ghilzatan

wa-fi 1-harbi 'ashbaha n-nisa'i 1-Cawariki

" are you wild asses in roughness and

coarseness during the peace and like

menstruating women during the war?"

and

'a-fi 1-wala'imi 'awladan li-wahidatin

c — — c —

wa-fi 1- iyadati 'awladan li- allati

" are you sons of one mother at banquets,

and sons of different mothers when

visiting the sick ?"

The nouns tamimiyyan and qaysiyyan (in the first example),
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'aGyaran and 'ashbaha (in the second) and 'awladan (in the

first and the second hemistichs of the third) are

circumstantial accusatives, because, according to Sibawayhi,

they desribe the circumstances of the persons addressed.

That is to say that the persons to whom the sentences were

addressed were in the state of shifting from one place to

another or changing their attitudes or in what Sibawayhi

refers to as the state of shifting about or changing

appearance (tanaqqul and talawwun). Furthermore, they are

circumstantial accusatives governed by the concealment of

the appropriate verb such as tatahawwalu (you change) and

tatanaqqalu (you shift about).^Thus the previous examples

can be elucidated, by means of those verbs, as

•a-tahawwalu tamimiyyan marratan
_ 7

wa-qaysiyyan fukhra (tahawwalu for tatahawwalu)
• •

— c — 8
'a-tatahawwaluna fi s-silmi 'a yaran...

and

'a-tatahawwaluna fi 1-wala'imi

— c — 9
'awladan li- allati...

Another similar example is one such as

c — c — —

'a- abdan halla fi shu aba ghariban

" are you as a slave who has settled

c —

in Shu aba as a stranger?"
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— c
In this example, however, abdan could be accusative in two

ways. it could be a circumstantial accusative governed by

the concealment of the verb 'a-tafkharu (do you exalt

yourself). Alternatively, it could be a vocative accusative

(munada).^

As we have seen in the case of the similar sentences

which contain the adjective, the previous sentences could

also be expressed without the interrogative prefix 'a-.

Thus, for example, the sentence

•a-tamimiyyan marratan wa-qaysiyyan 'ukhra

can be transformed into one such as

tamimiyyan qad °alima 1-lahu

-11
marratan wa-qaysiyyan 'ukhra

" a Tamlmite, God knows, at one time

and Qaysite at another "

The purpose of using the two distinct patterns, however, is

the same. That is to rebuke the addressed person rather than

1 2
to question him.
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As for the agent of the circumstantial accusative in

the sentence without the interrogative particle, Sibawayhi

explains that it is governed by its substituting for its
— c —

verb. In other words, tamimiyyan, qaysiyyan and 'a yaran

substitutes for 'a-tatammamu (for 'a-tatatammamu),
c — c —

'a-tataqayyasu and 'a-ta ayyaruna (for *a-tata ayyaruna)

respectively. However,since tamimiyyan, qaysiyyan, and

c —

'a yaran are non-derivative nouns they do not have the kind

of verbs that we have mentioned. Those verbs, therefore,

are specially devised only to clarify the manner in which

the substitution of the verb may occur. Instead of using

those uncommon verbs, Sibawayhi says, it is better to use

the common verb which contains the intended meaning of the

noun which substitutes for the verb. That is instead of

saying that they substitute for the verbs 'a-tatammamu,

c —

'a-tataqayyasu and 'a-ta ayyaruna, it is better to explain

that they substitute for the verbs such as 'a-tahawwalu,

'a-tanaqqalu or other similar verbs which give the intended

13
meaning.

Another similar example of the circumstantial

accusative of the previous type is one such as

C mm mm
'a wara wa-dha nabin

" one-eyed and with a canine tooth "
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This sentence was addressed by a man of the tribe of Asad to

his people in order to warn them of the danger of continuing

their progress towards war while such a camel was

approaching them. Thus, the man used the expression to

describe the state of his people as they proceeded on their

way to war. Similarly to the previous nouns, the noun

e
'a wara is a circumstantial accusative governed by a

1 5
substitution for a verb which is said by Sibawayhi to be:

•a-tamduna wa-qad 'istaqbala-kum hadha

" do you proceed while this (camel)

approaches you (one-eyed and with a

canine tooth)?"

Finally, sibawayhi explains that the accusative nouns

— c
tamimiyyan and 'a wara can also be used in the nominative

case. For example,

'a-tamimiyyun

" are you a Tamimite?"

and

c _ _

'a waru wa-dhu nabin

" (it is) one-eyed with a canine tooth "

i
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— c
In this case the nominative nouns tamimiyyun and 'a waru are

the predicates of 'anta and huwa, respectively, which are

16
implicit in the sentences. Furthermore, in the case where

the agent, either an accusativizer (nasib) or a

_ q
nominativizer (rafi ), is explicit in the sentence, those

nouns are bound to take only one appropriate case according

to the agent. Thus, if a verb were explicit those nouns

would not occur except in the accusative case and if a noun

such as 'ana, huwa, 'anta etc. were explicit they would not

17
occur except in the nominative case. This is, according to

Sibawayhi, because it is not permissible for us to make

those nouns nominatives by the implication of a

nominativizer when an accusativizer is explicitly used in

the sentence and likewise it is not permissible to make

those nouns accusative by the implication of an

1 8
accusativizer while a nominativizer is explicit. However,

Sibawayhi points out that in the case in which the agent is

implicit, the accusative case is preferable for those nouns

because, he explains, those nouns are in the place where

1 9
they become substitutes for their verbs.
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3.2 The Circumstantial Accusative of the Noun-Phrase

This heading is devised to signify those nouns which

occur as circumstantial accusatives together with another

noun or a group of words, usually a prepositional genitive

construct, that cannot be separated or omitted if the

intended meaning is to be preserved.

The nouns which occur as circumstantial accusatives

under this heading fall into two distinct types. The first

type is a definite noun which is defined by a pronominal

suffix and the second type is an indefinite noun.

An example of the circumstantial accusative of the

20
definite noun of this type is

kallamtu-hu fa-hu 'ila fiyya

" I spoke to him face to face (literally

mouth to mouth) "

The definite noun fa-hu is a circumstantial accusative and

it combines with 'ila fiyya to form a single meaning which

can be construed as a verbal noun as in

kallamtu-hu mushafahatan
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" I spoke to him directly "

and which describes the state of speaking as shown by

- - -21
kallamtu-hu fi hadhihi 1-hali

" I spoke to him in this manner "

Besides the occurrence of the definite noun fa-hu in the

accusative as a circumstantial accusative it also occurs in

the nominative as a subject as in the saying of certain

Arabs

kallamtu-hu fu-hu 'ila fiyya

as if they said

kallamtu-hu wa-fu-hu 'ila fiyya

" I spoke to him and his face was near

to mine "

with the addition of the conjunction wa-. This can be

interpreted as

- 22
kallamtu-hu wa-hadhihi halu-hu

" I spoke to him and this was his state "
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In addition to the circumstantial accusative of the

definite noun, we also find the circumstantial accusative of

the definite verbal noun, which occurs in a sentence

modelled on the pattern of the sentence which contains the

definite noun as a circumstantial accusative. They are such

cases as

C — C c —

raja a fulanun awda-hu ala bad'i-hi

or

— — c c — 23
'inthana fulanun awda-hu ala bad'i-hi

" so-and-so returned back to where he

had started "

Q
The definite verbal noun awda-hu in both examples is a

circumstantial accusative and, like the definite noun of the

previous example, it can also be read in the nominative case

as the subject, as in

C — C c —

raja a fulanun awdu-hu ala bad'i-hi

and

— — c c — 24
'inthana fulanun awdu-hu ala bad'i-hi

" so-and-so returned and his returning was

upon his starting "

However, the verbal noun in the above examples and the noun
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in the previous one do not occur in such expressions as

circumstantial accusatives without the pronominal suffix

-hu. Thus it is not permissible to say either

kallamtu-hu faman ' ila famin

or

c — c c — 25
raja a fulanun awdan ala bad'in

As for the example of the indefinite noun which is used

as a circumstantial accusative, under this heading, it is

such a case as

— c
baya ta-hu yadan bi-yadin

" I contracted a sale with him for ready money "

As we have seen in the case of the definite noun in the

previous example, the indefinite noun yadan is also a

circumstantial accusative and it combines itself with

bi-yadin to form a single meaning which can also be

construed as a verbal noun as in

baya°tu-hu naqdan^
" I contracted a sale with him for cash "

However, unlike the definite noun fa-hu, the noun yadan
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cannot occur in the nominative case. It is not possible to

say

— c
baya tu-hu wa-yadun bi-yadin

because, according to Sibawayhi, one does not mean that

one's hand was in another's hand (yadu-hu fi yadi-hi). One

simply means that one was dealing with another in cash

c ~~

rather than credit (bi-t-ta jili). When one says yadan

bi-yadin, one does not specify at all the distance between

oneself and the person with whom one was dealing, whether

near or far, as one does when one says

kallamtu-hu wa-fu-hu 'ila fiyya

in which one means that one spoke to the person closely and

27
directly without anyone between oneself and him.

Another example of the circumstantial accusative of the

noun-phrase is a group of examples in which the nouns become

accusative because, according to Sibawayhi, they are

circumstantial accusatives in which the verbs occur. They

are such cases as

bi°tu sh-sha'a shatan wa-dirhaman

" I sold the sheep, at one sheep for a dirham "
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qamartu-hu dirhaman fl dirhamin

" I gambled with him, at a dirham for a dirham "

C — — — q
bi tu-hu dari dhira an bi-dirhamin

" I sold my house to him, at a cubit for

a dirham "

c —

bi tu 1-burra qafizayni bi-dirhamin

" I sold the wheat at two qaflz for a dirham "

'akhadhtu zakata mali-hi dirhaman

c—
li-kulli 'arba ina dirhaman

" I took the tax of his wealth, at a

dirham for every forty dirhams "

bayyantu la-hu hisaba-hu baban baban

" I explained his account to him item by item "

and

tasaddaqtu bi-mali dirhaman dirhaman

" I gave for charity, with my money,

dirham by dirham "

The accusative nouns shatan (in the first example), dirhaman

—c
(in the second,fifth and the seventh), dhira an (in the

third), qafizayni (in the fourth) and the first baban (in

the sixth) are circumtantial accusatives which, like the

accusative nouns of the previous examples, cannot occur in

such expressions without the following words if they are to

2 8
retain the particular meanings given by the sentences.
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Moreover, Sibawayhi points out that Khalil claimed that

some of the accusative nouns of the previous examples may

also occur in the nominative case as in

bictu sh-sha'a shatun wa-dirhamun

" I sold the sheep, one sheep was for a dirham "

and

c — —c
bi tu d-dara dhira un bi-dirhamin

" I sold the house, one cubit was for a dirham."

in which the nouns shatun, in the first example, and

—c
dhira un , in the second, are nominative as the subjects of

wa-dirhamun and bi-dirhamin respectively, both of which are

predicates. In the case where the nouns are accusative,

however, wa-dirhamun and bi-dirhamin cannot be the

predicates of their preceding nouns but they are there as

29
explicatives. Khalil also claimed that it is also possible

to say

C — — c —

bi tu dari dh-dhira ani bi-dirhamin

" I sold my house, two cubits were for a dirham "

and

C — —
bi tu 1-burra 1-qafizani bi-dirhamin

" I sold the wheat, two qafiz were for a dirham."
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However, in these two examples the definite nouns

'adh-dhiraCani and 'al-qafizani must be in the nominative

case as subjects and they cannot possibly be in the

accusative case as circumstantial accusatives. This is

because, according to Sibawayhi, they are definite and

cannot be made equivalent to the definite circumstantial

accusative fa-hu which is made equivalent to a verbal noun.

As Sibawayhi explains, since not all verbal nouns may be

definite when they occur as circumstantial accusatives, even

less may all non-verbal nouns be defined when they occur as

v, 30such.

Another example of the circumstantial accusative of

this type is the accusative noun which is described by

Sibawayhi as the circumstantial accusative in which the

Q
price (as-si ru) occurs when there is no verb. It is such

as

la-ka sh-sha'u shatan bi-dirhamin

31
shatan bi-dirhamin

" the sheep are for you, at one sheep

for a dirham, one sheep for a dirham "

According to Sibawayhi, the noun shatan can be either a

circumstantial accusative, as in the above example, or a

nominative predicate when the government of the
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prepositional construct la-ka is eliminated in such a case

as

la-ka sh-sha'u shatun bi-dirhamin

shatun bi-dirhamin

" for you, the sheep are one sheep for

a dirham, one sheep for a dirham "

In the accusative, the noun shatan is governed by the

proposition la-ka sh-sha'u which gives the meaning of the

32
verbal proposition wajaba sh-sha'u "the sheep are due".

Finally, there are a few examples of the circumstantial

accusative of an adjective which occurs in a sentence

modelled on the pattern of the sentences of this

discussion. They are such cases as

—C — Q — _

'abi u-hu s-sa ata najizan bi-najizin

" I will sell it now as ready (merchandise)

for ready (money) "

and

sadu-ka kabiran Can kabirin

" they ruled over you one great (man)

from another "

in which the adjectives najizan (in the first sentence) and
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kabiran (in the second) are circumstantial accusatives.

Sibawayhi further explains that the pattern of both

sentences resembles the pattern of another example of the

circumstantial accusative of the noun-phrase which is

0 33
bi tu-hu ra'san bi-ra'sin

" I sold it one for another "
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3.3 Other Examples of the Circumstantial Accusative

of a Non-Verbal Noun

The first group of examples, under this heading, is the

example of the noun governed by the comparative adjective as

in

- - 34
hadha busran 'atyabu min-hu rutaban

• •

" these (dates) are better as unripe dates

than as ripe dates "

in which busran and rutaban are circumstantial accusatives

governed by the comparative adjective 'atyabu. This is

because Sibawayhi rejects the opinion that 'idha kana, for

the future, or *idh kana, for the past, can be understood in

this case, and that the accusative nouns are thus the

predicates of the concealed kana. This is evident, as

Sibawayhi says, because kana governs the definite noun as

well as the indefinite noun, while in such an example as

this, the nouns do not occur in the definite form as in

35
hadha 1-busra 'atyabu min-hu r-rutaba
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Other examples which are modelled on the previous one

are:

'al-burru 'arkhasu ma yakunu qafizayni

" wheat is cheapest of all in two qafiz "

Q
and the saying of the poet Amr ibn Karib

'al-harbu awwalu ma takunu futayyatan...

" war is in its earliest stage of all

as a little girl..."

Unlike the nouns of the previous examples, the nouns

qafizayni (in the first example) and futayyatan (in the

second), can be either accusative as shown in the above

examples or nominative predicates as in

'al-burru 'arkhasu ma yakunu qafizani

" the cheapest that there is of wheat is

two qafiz "

and

'al-harbu awwalu ma takunu futayyatun...

" the first that there is of war is

a little girl..
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in which qaflzani and futayyatun are the predicates of
Q £

'arkhasu and awwalu, respectively.

The second group of examples is the example of what

Sibawayhi describes as the noun which becomes accusative

37
because it is ugly as description. The first example of

this is

c — —

'al- ajabu min burrin marar-na bi-hi

qablu qafizan bi-dirhamin qafizan bi-dirhamin

" how remarkable was the wheat that we

passed by before, at one qaflz for a

dirham, one qafiz for a dirham "

in which qafizan is an indefinite circumstantial accusative

referring to the definite pronoun -hi. It is also

necessarily accusative due to the fact that qafizan cannot

be a description of the indefinite noun burrin because,

according to Sibawayhi, it is a noun like dirham and hadid

which cannot be descriptions either and, hence, also take

the accusative case as circumstantial accusatives in

hadha malu-ka dirhaman

" this is your money, being a dirham "

and

— O Q
hadha khatamu-ka hadidan
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" this is your ring, being iron."

Another example of the circumstantial accusative which

involves the same argument as the previous one is

hadhihi jubbatu-ka khazzan

" this is your robe, being silk "

in which khazzan is a circumstantial accusative. In addition

to the previous arguments already mentioned, Sibawayhi

further explains that the noun such as khazzan cannot be a

description because it is not made equivalent to those nouns

which are derived from the verbal root. A non-derivative

noun such as khazz occurs only after an accusativizer or a

nominativizer or a genitivizer, and not as a descriptive.

Therefore, the circumstantial accusative in the above

example is like a circumstantial accusative in a verbal

C— mm mm Q Q
sentence (maf ulun fi-ha).

Finally we have a few examples in which the

quasi-verbal noun ('ismu 1-fi li) ruwayd occurs as a

circumstantial accusative. They are such cases as

saru ruwaydan

" they walked slowly "
c—

yu aliju shay'an ruwaydan
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" he treats something gently "

and

daC-hu ruwaydan

n put it down gently."

However, if the qualified noun is explicit in the sentence,

the verbal noun ruwayd would no longer be a circumstantial

accusative. For examples:

saru sayran ruwaydan

" they walked in a slow way "
c c

da -hu wad an ruwaydan
• •

" put it down in a gentle way "

and

C"* C "•

yu aliju sh-shay'a ilajan ruwaydan

" he treats the thing in a gentle way "

in which ruwaydan is a description.
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As we have seen in the previous discussions, the

circumstantial accusative mostly occurs in an indefinite

form. It is the rule that the circumstantial accusative

should not be defined with either 'alif and lam or

pronominal suffixes or others. On this basis, the

occurrence of the circumstantial accusative in such a form

is very limited and, moreover, no analogy can be deduced

from such an occurrence.''

The definite circumstantial accusative, like the

indefinite one of the previous discussions, can be either an

adjective or a noun or a verbal noun. Thus, the discussions

of this chapter can be discussed separately under three main

headings.

4.1 The Definite Circumstantial Accusative of a Verbal Noun

The definite verbal noun which occurs as a

circumstantial accusative is defined by either 'alif and lam

or the pronominal suffix or the second noun of the genitive

construct. The prominent example of the definite verbal

noun which is defined by 'alif and lam is

c —

'arsala-ha 1- iraka

" he sent them all together "
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which was said by the poet Labld ibn Rabi a in

0 — —

fa-'arsala-ha 1- iraka wa-lam yadhud-ha

c 2
wa-lam yushfiq ala naghasi d-dikhali

" he sent them all together (to drink) without

driving them back and showed no concern for

some preventing others from drinking "

c —

The verbal noun 'al- iraka in the above examples is a

circumstantial accusative and, according to Sibawayhi, it

c —

can be transformed into an indefinite form 'i tirakan.

However, not every verbal noun which occurs as a

circumstantial accusative can be defined with 'alif and lam

c —
as 'al- iraka. This is not unexpected since the occurrence

of the verbal noun in such a form in the chapter of the

verbal noun (masdar) itself is also restricted, as in

'al-hamda li-llahi

" praising God! "

and

Q
'al- ajaba la-ka

" how strange you are!"

c c —

in which 'al-hamda and 'al- ajaba, like 'al- iraka, are

accusative definite verbal nouns. However, 'al-hamda and
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Q
'al- ajaba are accusative because they are verbal nouns

c —

(masdar) of a verb understood, while 'al- iraka is

accusative because it is not identical with the preceding

noun of the example to which it refers. That is , it is a

circumstantial accusative and not a description of the

_ 3
pronoun -ha.

The second type of the circumstantial accusative of a

definite verbal noun is that of a verbal noun which is

defined by a pronominal suffix. The examples are

talabta-hu jahda-ka

"
you sought it at your utmost "

the meaning of which can be elucidated by employing another

indefinite verbal noun of the same root which is 'ijtihadan,

and

talabta-hu taqata-ka

"
you sought it as well as you could "

and

c — —
fa altu-hu taqati

" I did it as well as I could "

The definite verbal nouns jahda-ka, taqata-ka and taqati, in

the above examples, are circumstantial accusatives and, like
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G— —

ma adha 1-lahi (the accusative definite verbal noun in the

chapter of the masdar), they cannot occur as circumstantial

accusatives in an indefinite form. Thus, we cannot

transform them into jahdan and taqatan as circumstantial

C— —

accusatives just as we cannot transform ma adha 1-lahi into

c—
ma adhan as a masdar. Furthermore, the above definite

c —
verbal nouns, like 'al- iraka, represent only rare cases of

the circumstantial accusative and therefore their occurrence

4
cannot be used as an analogy.

Finally, there is an example of a circumstantial

accusative of the definite verbal noun which is defined by

the second noun of a genitive construct. It is one such as

c c — c —

fa ala-hu ra'ya ayni wa-sam a 'udhuni

qala dhaka

" he did it in my sight and said that

in my hearing "

c — c —

in which ra'ya ayni and sam a 'udhuni are circumstantial

accusatives. Unlike the definite verbal nouns which are

defined by a pronominal suffix, this type of circumstantial

accusative can also occur independently from the second noun

of the genitive construct as in

sam°an qala dhaka
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" he said that audibly "

According to Sibawayhi, this is permissible if the hearing

is not restricted to oneself. It should convey a similar

meaning to

c —c 5
'akhadhtu-hu an-hu sama an

" I learned it from him aurally "

4.2 The Definite Circumstantial Accusative of

a Non-Verbal Noun

There are two types of the definite noun which occurs

as a circumstantial accusative.The first is defined by a

pronominal suffix and the second is defined by ' alif and

lam. Both types, according to Sibawahi, are made to follow

the pattern of the definite verbal nouns jahda-ka and

'al-Ciraka.^

The examples of the first type are:

marartu bi-hi wahda-hu

" I passed by him alone "

marartu bi-him wahda-hum

" I passed by them alone "

marartu bi-rajulin wahda-hu
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" I passed by a man alone "

and an example which is found in the language of the Hijaz:

— c
marartu bi-him thalathata-hum / 'arba ata-hum

" I passed by them , they being three

/ four "

and so on up to ten.

The definite nouns, wahda-hu, wahda-hum, thalathata-hum and

'arba ata-hum in the above examples are in the accusative

7
case because they are circumstantial accusatives. Khalil

claimed that they are accusative because they give the

meaning

marartu bi-hi faqat lam 'ujawiz-hu

" I passed by him only, and no one else "

and

marartu bi-him faqat wa-lam 'ujawiz

ha'ula'i

" I passed by them only and no one else "

respectively, and they are like one's saying

'afradtu-hum 'ifradan

" I set them apart "
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which is unused in everyday language, but specially devised

to illuminate the meaning of the previous examples when the

definite nouns are in the accusative case as circumstantial

accusatives.®

In the language of Tamim, the definite noun

thaiatha(ta)-hum is considered to be a substitute (badal)

and, hence, it follows the case of the noun which precedes

it. The meaning which is conveyed by it, however, is like

one's saying

marartu bi-him kulli-him

" I passed by them all "

or

Q
lam 'ada min-hum 'ahadan

" I did not omit any one of them "

in which one wishes to include any one of the people by whom

9
one passed in the group.

An example which follows the pattern of the previous

examples and conforms to the same rule is the saying of

'ash-Shammakh

'atatni sulaymun qadda-ha bi-qadidi-ha.
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" the people of Sulaym came to me one

and all (literally: its large pebbles

with its small pebbles "

in which the definite noun qadda-ha is a circumstantial

accusative. According to Sibawayhi, it is as though he said

'inqidada-hum i.e. 'inqidadan
• • • •

" their coming all together, i.e. coming

all together "

which is similar to saying

*

marartu bi-him qadda-hum bi-qadldi-him
• • • •

" I passed by them all together "

which is as though we say

marartu bi-him ' inqidadan''^
• •

However, the noun 'inqidadan (an indefinite form) is not
• •

used in such a context. It is employed only to explain the

meaning of the example in the way that being apart

('ali-nfiradu) explains the meaning of wahda-hu,

thalathata-hum etc. This is due to the fact that the

meaning of qadda-hum is derived from the meaning of
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'inqidadan as though qadda-hum meant
• • • •

— c —
' inqadda 'akhiru-hum ala 'awwali-him

• •

" the last of them tumbled upon the

first of them "

in the same way the meaning of wahda-hu is derived from the

meaning of being apart (at-tafarrud). On account of such a

meaning, that is the meaning of being apart, the definite
— c

nouns thalathata-hum, 'arba ata-hum etc. as well as the

definite noun qadda-hum take the accusative case as

11
circumstantial accusatives. However, if these definite

nouns are used to express the meaning

Q
lam ' ada min-hum 'ahadan

" I did not omit any one of them "

they then, like kulli-him (all of them), take the case of

the preceding nouns which take different cases according to

12
their context.

The examples of the circumstantial accusative of a

definite noun which is defined by 'alif and lam are:

marartu bi-himu l-jamma'a 1-ghafira

" I passed by them in a single great crowd "
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and

'an-nasu fi-ha 1-jamma'a l-ghafira^
" the people are in there in a single

great crowd "

According to Sibawayhi, the definite noun 'al-jamma'a

1-ghafira in the above examples is accusative for the same

c —

reason that the definite verbal noun 'al- iraka is

accusative. Khalil claimed that , though it is defined with

'alif and lam, the people omit them in their mind when they

utter it. On this basis, 'al-jamma'a 1-ghafira resembles

the indefinite nouns qatibatan and turran in such cases as
• •

marartu bi-him qatibatan

" I passed by them all "

and

marartu bi-him turran

" I passed by them all "

in which qatibatan and turran are circumstantial

accusatives. The nouns qatibatan and turran do not occur
• •

11|
except in the indefinite form. As for the meaning of the

examples which contain qatibatan and turran in which they
• •

are circumstantial accusatives, Sibawayhi explains that they

simply mean
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marartu bi-him jamiCan
" I passed by them all."

- -c
However, though qatibatan and turran and jam! an are in the

place of a verbal noun as circumstantial accusatives,
_ —c
qatibatan and turran differ completely from jami an. On the

• •

one hand, qatibatan and turran, like the verbal noun
• •

subhana 1-lahi, are indeclinable and do not have a definite

—c
form, while jami an is declinable and has its definite form

— C — Q
such as 'al-jami u or jami u-hum. On the other hand,

neither of them is an adjective and they therefore cannot be

either descriptions of their preceding nouns or predicates

-c 15
of a subject, while jami can be both.

4.3 The Definite Circumstantial Accusative of an Adjective

The definite adjective which occurs as a circumstantial

accusative , in this discussion, is defined by ' alif and

lam. According to Sibawayhi, such an adjective is a

circumstantial accusative because it is likened to certain

definite nouns such as fa-hu ' ila fiyya, which is, in turn,

c c —

likened to the definite verbal noun awda-hu ala bad'i-hi.

The definite noun fa-hu is neither a definite verbal noun

— C c ■-
itself nor a subject (fa il) nor an object (maf ul) in the

sentence. In addition, this adjective is also likened

directly to the definite verbal noun. However, since the
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occurrence of a definite verbal noun as a circumstantial

accusative is exceptional, the occurrence of a definite

adjective as well as a definite non-verbal noun as such is

also exceptional.^

An example of the definite adjective which occurs as a

circumstantial accusative is one such as

dakhalu l-'awwala fa-l'awwala

" they came in one by one "

in which 'al-'awwala is a circumstantial accusative.

Sibawayhi explains that the meaning of such an example is

similar to one's saying

dakhalu wahidan fa-wahidan
• •

" they came in one by one "

and

dakhalu rajulan rajulan

" they came in man by man "

in which the indefinite nouns wahidan fa-wahidan ,of the
• •

first example, and rajulan rajulan, of the second, are also

17
circumstantial accusatives. The definite adjective

'al-'awwal fa-l-'awwal is also used in the nominative case,

when it becomes a substitute (badal), as though one said
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18
dakhalu l-'awwalu fa-l'awwalu

" they, one after another, came in "

Because 'alawwalu fa-l-'awwalu here is a badal of the

subject, it is also possible to use it as the subject

itself, as in

dakhala l-'awwalu fa-l-'awwalu

Similarly, the indefinite noun rajulan rajulan is also used

in the nominative case where it is a substitute in the same

way as nasiyatin is in God's saying

bi-n-nasiyati nasiyatin kadhibatin

" with the forelock, a lying forelock "

1 9
in which the indefinite noun nasiyatin is a substitute.

By contrast, if the verb used in such a sentence is an

imperative one such as 'udkhulu (come in), the definite

adjective 'al-'awwal fa-l-'awwal as well as the indefinite

noun rajul rajul can only occur in the accusative case.

This is due to the fact that, on the one hand, they can no

longer be substitutes since there is no subject for them to

be a substitute of, nor can they be the subject itself. It
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is clearly impossible to say either

'udkhuli 1-'awwalu fa-1-'awwalu

" come in, you (singular), one by one "

or

'udkhul rajulun rajulun

" come in, you (singular), one man at a time "

On the other hand, the definite adjective 'al-'awwalu

fa-l-'awwalu cannot be a description because the meaning it

contains cannot be employed to identify and enhance the

noun. It is incorrect, for example, to say

qawmu-ka 1-'awwalu fa-l-'awwalu 'ataw-na

"
your one by one people came to us "

in which 'al-'awwalu fa-l-'awwalu is used as a description.

Furthermore, its meaning does not have the inclusive meaning

of kullu-hum. It cannot, therefore, be treated like

20 c- -
wahda-hu or khamsata-hum. By contrast, Isa allowed

'al-'awwalu fa-l-'awwalu to be used in the nominative case

even in an imperative sentence. For example,

'udkhulu 1-•awwalu fa-1-'awwalu

" come in one by one "
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According to Sibawayhi, this is because he bases his view on

the idea that the meaning of the imperative verb 'udkhulu is

the same as the meaning of li-yadkhul (let(him) enter).

Thus the meaning of

'udkhulu l-'awwalu fa-l-'awwalu

is equivalent to the meaning of

li-yadkhuli l-'awwalu fa-l-'awwalu

" let one and then another enter "

in which 'al-'awwalu fa-l-'awwalu is used in the nominative

—c —
case as a subject (fa il) which is, according to Sibawayhi,

not more improbable than such a case as

- - c - 21
li-yubka yazidun dari un li-khusumatin

• •

" let Yazld, one who humbles himself

because of a dispute, be made to weep "

However, as Sibawayhi further explains, one may say

'udkhulu l-'awwalu wa-l-'akhiru

wa-s-saghiru wa-l-kabiru
• •

" come in, you(plural), the first, the last,

the small and the big "
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in which the adjectives are nominative, because their

meaning is equivalent to the meaning of kullu-hum and the

sentence is the same as one's saying

22
li-yadkhulu kullu-hum

" let them all enter."

Finally, Sibawayhi explains that 'al-'awwala

fa-1-'awwala, in the accusative case, is treated as the

definite noun khamsata-hum and wahda-hu as a circumstantial

accusative. However, the occurrence of the definite

adjective 'al-'awwala as a circumstantial accusative does

not imply the similar occurrence of other definite

adjectives such as 'ath-thaniya or 'ath-thalitha etc. This

is accordingly like wahda-hu because it is also not

permissible to say either

marartu bi-hi wahida-hu

" I passed by him alone "

or

-23
marartu bi-hima thnay-hima

" I passed by them, the two of them."
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SAHIB al-HAL
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Sahib al-hal is a grammatical term applied by Arab
• • •

grammarians to the noun to which a circumstantial accusative

refers. Although this term, or any alternative, is not yet

established in the Book of Sibawayhi, Sibawayhi is

nevertheless concerned with the question to which the term

now refers.

The discussion of sahib al-hal, in the Book, is mostly
• • •

concerned with the form of the noun which is used as sahib
• •

al-hal, whether it is definite or indefinite, and also with

its place in the sentence with respect to the place of the

circumstantial accusative and its agent. In the Book sahib
• •

al-hal is not discussed in a specific place or under a

specific heading. It is, instead, implicitly discussed

along with the discussion of the examples in which the

circumstantial accusative occurs under various headings.

In this chapter I gather all the discussions of sahib al-hal
• • •

of the Book and discuss them under two sub-headings.

5.1 The Definite Sahib al-Hal
• • •

If we carefully examine the examples of the

circumstantial accusative which have been discussed in the

previous chapters, we will find that sahib al-hal or the
• • •

noun to which a circumstantial accusative refers, is usually
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definite. It is either defined by virtue of the meaning,

c —
such as the proper nouns Abdullah, Zayd etc, or by a

defining agent such as 'alif and lam as in ar-rajulu , or

pronominal suffixes such as -ka -hu etc, as in 'akhu-ka and

'akhu-hu and others. The fact that sahib al-hal should be

definite will be more evident if we study carefully some of

the discussions of the examples in which the circumstantial

accusative occurs.

In the chapter concerning some of the nouns which are

1
accusative because they cannot be descriptions, Sibawayhi

explains that in such an example as

hadha rajulun maCa-hu rajulun qa'imayni

" this is a man with whom is a(nother) man,

both standing up "

the participle qa'imayni is accusative due to the pronominal

Q
suffix -hu in ma a-hu which is definite, and is referred to,

together with the second rajulun, by the circumstantial

accusative qa'imayni. In the case where a definite noun and

an indefinite noun are together referred to, the force of a

definite one is always predominant. Thus, it is the same

as in the case where a masculine noun and a feminine one are

2
referred to, where the force of the masculine is stronger.

Therefore, the participle qa'imayni, in the above example,
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is accusative in consequence of the pronominal suffix -hu

3
which is, together with rajulun, the sahib al-hal. The same

• • •

explanation is also applied to the example

0
marartu bi-rajulin ma a mra'atin multazimayni

" I passed by a man with a woman,

keeping together "

in which multazimayni is a circumstantial accusative.

However, unlike ma a-hu of the first example, the pronominal

suffix -hu, in the second sentence, is not explicit with

0
ma a, yet it is there implicitly. This is proved by the

c—
occurrence of 'ajma una in

C — c—

marartu bi-qawmin ma a fulanin 'ajma una

" I passed by a group of people with so-and-so

all together "

o—
where the nominative 'ajma una must agree with the

4
nominative fulanun in the implied reading

c — c—
marartu bi-qawmin ma a-hum fulanun 'ajma una
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Furthermore, in the chapter in which a definite

5
predominates over an indefinite, Sibawayhi explains that

muntaliqina in

hadhani rajulani wa-Cabdullahi muntaliqina
c —" these are two men and Abdullah,

(all there) departing "

in which the indefinite noun rajulani together with

CAbdullah are referred to by muntaliqina, is a

circumstantial accusative because it cannot be the

_ Q mm

description of either rajulani or Abdullah. Since the

force of a definite is stronger and, hence, predominates

over an indefinite when they come together as the reference,

the participle muntaliqina, of the above example, can only

be in the accusative case as a circumstantial accusative.

It is observed from what we have already mentioned that the

noun to which a circumstantial accusative refers should be

either definite itself, or combined with another definite

noun when both of them are referred to by the circumstantial

accusative. Furthermore, Sibawayhi describes the two nouns,

one of which is definite and the other indefinite, which are

referred to by a circumstantial accusative, as similar to a

single definite noun as in
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_ — c — u
hadha abdullahi muntaliqan

c —" this is Abdullah departing."

The fact that the definite noun is always stronger than the

indefinite one when they come together in a sentence as a

reference is further proved by the occurrence of the example

ha'ula'i nasun wa-Cabdullahi muntaliquna
c —

" these are people departing, and Abdullah "

in which muntaliquna in the nominative refers only to nasun

as its description. However, if it refers to both the
_ Q .

indefinite noun nasun as well as the definite noun Abdullah

it must be muntaliqina, in the accusative case as a

7
circumstantial accusative. On the basis of this fact, the

— c
occurrence of rati ayni, in the accusative case as a

circumstantial accusative in

hadhihi naqatun wa-fasilu-ha rati°ayni
" this is a she camel and her young one,

grazing "

is preferable to its reading in the nominative case as the
— — — 8

description of naqatun and fasilu-ha.
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Furthermore, the fact that sahib al-hal should be

definite is further illustrated by these examples:

marartu bi-kullin qa'iman

" I passed by everyone standing up "

and

c — c —

marartu bi-ba din qa'iman wa-bi-ba din jalisan
• •

" I passed by some standing up and by some

sitting down "

in which qa'iman, of the first example and the second, and

jalisan, of the second, are circumstantial accusatives

because they cannot be the descriptions of the nouns to

which they refer. This is due to the fact that, although

the pronominal suffix -him which is otherwise attached to

c c
kullin and ba din is omitted, the nouns kullin and ba din

• •

are still considered to be definite and, therefore, the

participles qa'iman and jalisan which refer to them can only

9
be circumstantial accusatives.

10 -

Finally, in another chapter, Sibawayhi explains that,

in the examples

c —

marartu bi-rajulin ma a-hu saqrun sa'idan bi-hi
• •

" I passed by a man who had a hawk with him,
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hunting with it "

c — —

'ataytu ala rajulin wa-marartu bi-hi qa'iman

" I came to a man and passed by him, standing up"
c —

marartu bi-rajulin ma a-hu jubbatun labisan

ghayra-ha

" I passed by a man who had a robe with him,

wearing a different one "

and others, the adjectives sa'idan, qa'iman and labisan are

accusative as circumstantial accusatives only because they

Q
refer to the pronominal suffix -hu/-hi in ma a-hu or bi-hi,

of the above examples, which is definite. However, if they

are referred to the indefinite noun rajulin they would take

the same case as the noun rajulin does, since they are,

11
then, the descriptions of it.

5.2 The Indefinite Sahib al-Hal
• • •

As is clear in the previous discussion sahib al-hal
• • •

should be definite . However, there are some examples, such

as

- - 12
hadha rajulun muntaliqan

" this is a man departing "

in which it comes in an indefinite form. The question is
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what is Sibawayhi's point of view regarding such an

occurrence and to what extent sahib al-hal may occur in an
• • •

indefinite form . In order to answer these questions we

present two relevant discussions of the Book. They are the

discussions of the chapter in which the noun is indefinite

(nakiratun), and of the chapter of what is accusative

because it is ugly for it to be described by what comes

after it, or for it to be a predicate of what comes before

it.13

In the first chapter mentioned above Sibawayhi explains

that, in the example

hadha 'awwalu farisin muqbilun

" this is a first horseman coming "

the noun 'awwalu is indefinite, therefore, the adjective

muqbilun is in the nominative case as a description. The

noun 'awwalu is proved to be indefinite for two reasons. On

the one hand it is used to describe an implied indefinite

noun as in

hadha farisun 'awwalu farisin muqbilun.

On the other hand, it is in construct with an indefinite

14
noun. Despite that, it is also said
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hadha 'awwalu farisin muqbilan

" this is a first horseman coming "

in which muqbilan is a circumstantial accusative. According

Q— _

to Isa, it is accusative in the same way as muntaliqan is,

in the example

_ 15
hadha rajulun muntaliqan.

In addition, Khalil also claimed that it is permissible for

an indefinite to be accusative as a circumstantial

accusative of an indefinite noun, as it would be if it

referred to a definite noun. Hence, it is permissible,

according to Khalil, to say

marartu bi-rajulin qa'iman

" I passed by a man standing up "

fi-ha rajulun qa'iman

" in it is a man standing up "

in which qa'iman, in both examples, is a circumstantial

accusative of the indefinite nouns rajulin and rajulun

16 c— —

respectively. Isa's and Khalil's point of view is further

enhanced by some examples in which an indefinite word occurs
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as a circumstantial accusative of an indefinite noun. They

are such as

c —

alay-hi mi'atun bidan
•

" he owes a hundred, being pieces of silver "

and

c c
alay-hi mi'atun aynan

" he owes a hundred, being pieces of gold "

— c
in which bidan and aynan are circumstantial accusatives of

the indefinite noun mi'atun. Furthermore, Yunus claimed

that some Arabs say

— c
marartu bi-ma'in qi data rajulin

" I passed by water of the depth

of a man sitting "

and it is reported that Ru'ba said

- - 17
hadha ghulamun la-ka muqbilan

" this is a boy of yours coming. "

Nevertheless, as Sibawayhi further explains, the adjectives

or nouns of the above examples are far-fetched as accusative

because they are really descriptions of their preceding
18

nouns. In principle, the description of an indefinite noun
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can no more be made into a circumstantial accusative than

the description of a definite noun. However, while it is

clearly wrong to say

hadha zayduni t-tawila
• •

the above examples show that in the case of the indefinite

noun it is sometimes possible to make a description into a

circumstantial accusative. Sibawayhi himself seems to

accept as correct

- - 19
hadha ghulamun la-ka muqbilan.

It is clear from the above discussion that Khalil and

cIsa permit an indefinite noun to be sahib al-hal. However,
• • •

as far as Slbawayhi's point of view is concerned, though he

seems to have some kind of agreement with Khalil's and

c—
Isa's point of view, it is difficult to judge the opinion

that he holds concerning this matter. In order to clarify

Slbawayhi's view concerning this matter and to describe

further his explanation about sahib al-hal, we shall
• • •

present here another discussion of the Book.
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In the chapter of what is accusative because it is ugly

for it to be described by what comes after it or for it to

20 -

be a predicate of what comes before it, Sibawayhi explains

that qa'iman in

hadha qa'iman rajulun

" this one, standing up, is a man "

and

fi-ha qa'iman rajulun

" in it, standing up, is a man "

is accusative because on the one hand, it cannot be used to

described the noun rajulun which follows it and on the

other, it cannot itself be the subject, as in

fi-ha qa'imun

"in it there is one standing up "

because the adjective should not be used in place of the

21
noun. Sibawayhi further explains that the adjective

qa'iman in the examples is a circumstantial accusative on

the basis that it can be such when the indefinite noun

precedes it as in

fi-ha rajulun qa'iman.
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However, as he further explains, it is more common for an

adjective to be a circumstantial accusative of an indefinite

when it comes before the indefinite noun, because this will

22
prevent what would otherwise be ugly.

Other examples of the circumstantial accusative of an

indefite noun are:

wa-tahta 1-Cawali fi 1-qana mustazillatan
• •

— G — C — —

ziba'un 'a arat-ha 1- uyuna l-ja'adhiru

" under the tall spear, taking shelter under

the spear, are gazelles to whom the young

oryx have lent their eyes "

and

— c
wa-bi-1-jismi min-ni bayyinan law alimti-hi

— c
shuhubun wa-'in tastashhidi 1- ayna tashhadi

" in my body, being manifest, if you were to

recognize it, is emaciation, and if you were

to call your eye to witness (it), it would "

and

c —
li- azzata muhishan talalun

• •

0
" of Azza, being desolate, there are

traces of habitation."

In these examples the adjectives mustazillatan, bayyinan and
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muhishan are circumstantial accusatives of the indefinite

nouns zibet'un, shuhubun and talalun, respectively, which
• • •

come after the circumstantial accusatives. However,

Sibawayhi explains that this occurrence, that is the

occurrence of the circumstantial accusative before the noun

to which it refers, is mainly found in poetry and is less

23
common in everyday speech.

In conjunction with the above discussions, Sibawayhi

explains that it is not possible for a circumstantial

accusative governed by a prepositional construct (zarf) to

precede its agent as in

qa'iman fi-ha rajulun

" standing up in it is a man "

as it would be if its agent were a verb as in

rakiban marra zaydun

" riding Zayd passed by."

This is because the prepositional constructs such as fi-ha

and its sisters do not have the same capacity as a verb, nor

are they verbs. They are simply placed in the place of what

24
a noun requires in the absence of a verb. On this basis it

is not permissible, for example, to say
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marartu qa'iman bi-rajulin

" I passed standing up by a man "

because qa'iman precedes its agent which is the particle bi-

which is attached to the noun rajulin.

In addition, it is incorrect to say

marartu bi-qa'iman rajulin

" I passed by standing up a man "

because it is not possible to separate a preposition from

its noun in a genitive construct. Sibawayhi does say that

if he were to approve of such occurrences, he would say that

they were equivalent to

fl-ha qa'iman rajulun

25
He nevertheless rejects them as ugly.
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c—
The agent of the circumstantial accusative or amilu

1-hal is the term used to refer to what governs a

circumstantial accusative in a sentence. The discussion of

the agent of the circumstantial accusative involves, for

example, the question whether it is able to govern the

circumstantial accusative which precedes it in the same way

as it is able to govern it when it comes after it, and

whether it may or may not be or must be omitted.

On the basis of the various discussions of the agent of

the circumstantial accusative in the Book of Sibawayhi, we

find that there are two distinct types of agent. The first

is comprised of only a single word and the second is

comprised of two or more words which are combined together

to form a complete sentence which gives a verbal force to

act as an agent.

An obvious first type of agent is the verb. This is

singled out clearly by Sibawayhi in an example such as

c — _

darabtu abdallahi qa'iman

c —
" I beat Abdullah standing up "

in which he explains that the circumstantial accusative

1
qa'iman is governed by the verb darabtu. The verb as an
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agent is the most flexible of all. It can govern a

circumstantial accusative which follows it, as in the above

example, as well as a circumstantial accusative which comes

before it as in

rakiban marra zaydun2
" riding, Zayd passed by."

Furthermore, where a circumstantial accusative of an

adjective or a noun takes the place of a verb, in which case

they are treated like the verbal noun, the verb which

actually governs the circumstantial accusative in such a

case is elided. For example, in the sentences

— c —

'a-qa'iman wa-qad qa ada n-nasu

'a-tamlmiyyan marratan wa-qaysiyyan 'ukhra

and

rashidan mahdiyyan

" (go) rightly guided "

the adjective qa'iman, the nouns tamimiyyan and qaysiyyan

and the adjectives rashidan and mahdiyyan are accusative

because they are circumstantial accusatives governed by the

elision of the hypothetical verbs 'a-taqumu, 'a-tahawwalu,

rashidta and hudlta. This is because those circumstantial

accusatives replace their verbs in the same way as the
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verbal noun saqyan replaces saqa-ka and the noun turban

replaces tarlbta under the heading of the verbal noun

(masdar). Similarly, a verb can also be elided when the

circumstance in which the action takes place clearly

indicates the sense of a verb. For example, if we are told

that so-and-so said such and such, or someone recites us a

piece of poetry,it is possible for us to reply

sadiqan wa-l-lahi

" truthfully, by God "

it is clear from the event that sadiqan is governed

verb qala-hu (he has said it). The same explanation

applied to one's saying

mabruran ma'juran

" (go) (on the pilgrimage) with God's

approval and reward "

because the event shows that mabruran and ma'juran are

4
governed by the verb 'idhhab (go). Furthermore, in the case

where a circumstantial accusative is preceded by fa (or

thumma), the omission of the verb is no longer optional.

For example, in the sentences

—c
'akhadhtu-hu bi-dirhamin fa-sa idan

because

by the

is also
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" I got it for a dirham or more "

and

'akhadhtu-hu bi-dirhamin fa-za'idan

" I got it for a dirham or more "

—c —
the verb which is the agent of sa idan and za'idan is always

omitted. This is because, according to Sibawayhi, it is a

common and unambiguous expression. The particle fa- makes

—c
it clear that sa id is not governed by bi- . It would in

the first place be ugly to say

— c
'akhadhtu-hu bi-sa idin

_ c
because sa id is an adjective not a noun. Neither could one

say

• C
'akhadhtu-hu bi-dirhamin wa-sa idin

because one does not wish to say that the dirham together

with a sacid was the price of the thing as in one's saying

bi-dirhamin wa-ziyadatin

" for a dirham and something more "

However, by uttering such a sentence, one wishes to state

firstly the lowest price of all and then suggests one amount
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5
after another to give different prices.

Other single words which stand as agents of the

circumstantial accusative are the verbal noun, participles,

verbal adjectives, and the comparative adjective. This can

be deduced from the occurrence of the examples

— c — c
'amma ilman fa-la ilma la-hu

" as for being knowledgeable, he has no

knowledge "
— C c—

'amma ilman fa- alimun

" as for being knowledgeable he is

knowledgeable "

'amma simanan fa-saminun

" as for being fat, he is fat "

and

hadha busran 'atyabu min-hu rutaban

" these (dates) are better as unripe dates

than as ripe dates"

in which Sibawayhi explains that the circumstantial

accusatives of the first three of the above examples are

governed by what comes after them^ and the circumstantial

accusatives of the fourth example are governed by the

7
comparative adjective 'atyabu.
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As for the question of how flexible these agents are,

it is obvious from the examples that the verbal noun,

participle, and verbal adjective may govern the

circumstantial accusative which comes before them, and the

comparative adjective may govern both circumstantial

accusatives which come before and after it at the same

time. Apart from what we have already mentioned , however,

no further explanation concerning these agents is given by

Sibawayhi.

The second type of the agent of the circumstantial

accusative is a proposition. This proposition consists of a

subject and a predicate one of which, or the combination of

both of which gives the meaning of a verb. This type of

agent can be discussed in two separate discussions. The

first discussion includes the proposition in which a

demonstrative pronoun or a personal pronoun stands as the

subject, and it also includes the interrogative sentence,

while the second discussion contains the proposition in

which a definite noun is the subject.

The examples of the first discussion are such cases as

— — c 3
hadha abdullahi muntaliqan

and
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C — Q
huwa zaydun ma rufan

Sibawayhi explains, regarding these examples, that they are

as if you say

'unzur 'ilay-hi muntaliqan ^
• •

and

o - 11
'intabih 'ilay-hi 'aw 'ilzam-hu ma rufan

respectively. It is clear from Sibawayhi's explanation that

the proposition of this type which consists of a subject and

a predicate contains a verbal meaning and therefore governs

the circumstantial accusative which comes after it. This is

further proved by an occurrence of the example

hadha r-rajulu muntaliqan

" this is the man departing "

in which Sibawayhi explains that muntaliqan is accusative

because the subject hadha governs what comes after it, which

is the predicate ar-rajulu, and gives the meaning of
12

alerting and defining. Furthermore, this becomes

absolutely clear by the occurrence of the examples

ma sha'nu-ka qa'iman

" what is it with you, standing up?"
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man dha qa'iman bi-l-babi

" who is that standing by the door?"

and

huwa bnu Camml dinyan
" he is the son of my paternal unele,

very close "

in which Sibawayhi explicitly says that qa'iman, of the

first example, is governed by ma sha'nu-ka, that the agent

of qa'iman, of the second, is equivalent to hadha

c —

abdullahi, and that dinyan, of the third, is governed by

c —
the preceding proposition which is huwa bnu ammi in the

Q
same way as 'anta r-rajulu governs ilman in

'anta r-rajulu °ilman^
" you are the man in knowledge."

The examples of the second discussion are:

fi-ha zaydun qa'iman

" in it is Zayd standing up "

and

la-ka sh-sha'u shatan bi-dirhamin

shatan bi-dirhamin

" the sheep are for you, at one sheep for

a dirham, one sheep for a dirham "
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Sibawayhi explains that these two examples are equivalent to

'istaqarra zaydun qa'iman

" Zayd settled, standing up "

and

wajaba sh-sha'u

" the sheep are due "

14
respectively. On this account, it is fairly clear that

what contains the verbal meaning is the prepositional

constructs fl-ha and la-ka. Furthermore, on one occasion,_

Sibawayhi explains that fi-ha is equivalent to a verb such

1 5
as marra (he passed). However, should a prepositional

genitive construct which is proved to have a verbal meaning

independently govern a circumstantial accusative?. To

answer this question, Sibawayhi explains that in the example

Cabdullahi fi-ha qa'iman

c —" Abdullah is in it standing up "

qa'iman is accusative because fi-ha intervenes between the

o — —

subject Abdullah and the circumstantial accusative qa'iman,

and fi-ha is required by the subject to form a proposition.

Therefore, since qa'iman is not the predicate of the subject

of the sentence , the subject governs it only indirectly in
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the same way as in

hadha zaydun qa'iman^

similarly, in the example

fi-ha zaydun qa'iman fi-ha

" in it is Zayd, standing up in it "

qa'iman is accusative because the first fi-ha, combined with

the subject zaydun, forms a complete proposition. The

second fl-ha is added only for emphasis and has no governing

17
force.

On the basis of what we have said, it is unlikely that

the prepositional constructs fi-ha and la-ka could

independently govern the circumstantial accusative. It is,

therefore, more probable, as far as Sibawayhi's view is

concerned, that the circumstantial accusative in such a

proposition is governed by the combination of both the

subject and the predicate. However, the question arises

whether a proposition can govern a circumstantial accusative

which comes between its subject and its predicate as in

hadha qa'iman rajulun

" this standing up is a man "
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or

•» — ■- 1Bfi-ha qa'iman rajulun

" in it standing up is a man."

sibawayhi says it is not permissible for a circumstantial

accusative to come before its agent if the agent is not a

verb. For example, the reason

1 9
marartu qa'iman bi-rajulin

" I passed standing up by a man "

is incorrect is, according to Sibawayhi, that the

circumstantial accusative, qa'iman comes after its agent,

bi- . Similarly,

- -
. . 20

qa'iman fi-ha rajulun

" standing up in it is a man "

and

- - 21
qa'iman hadha rajulun

are incorrect. It therefore seems that hadha and fi-ha of

the two examples mentioned above independently govern the

circumstantial accusative. There are two plausible

explanations of this particular problem. Firstly, if we

consider that the agents of the circumstantial accusatives

of these sentences are the propositions, we may suggest
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that, on the basis of such occurrences, the circumstantial

accusative which is governed by a proposition may intervene

between its subject and its predicate but may not precede

them both. Secondly, the agents of qa'iman in the sentences

are the words which contain the verbal meaning which are

hadha and fl-ha.

In conclusion, Sibawayhi describes the government of a

proposition upon a circumstantial accusative as the same as

22
the government of a verb.
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CONCLUSION

One of the most striking characteristics of the Book of

Sibawayhi is that it contains and presents a multitude of

types of pattern of speech which are not frequently found in

other Arabic grammar books and which are used and discussed

by Sibawayhi at great length. Moreover, on many occasions,

those patterns of speech are used by Sibawayhi as the

starting point from which he begins to explain the relevant

grammatical categories. That is, the studying of grammar in

the Book is primarily introduced with examples and then it

proceeds to the studying of the relevant grammar or rather

deducing grammatical principles from those examples.

On the basis of what we have already mentioned, it

seems that Sibawayhi had advanced one step further than the

earlier Arab grammarians. That is, he not only collects and

presents samples of Arabic speech but makes a great effort

to produce grammatical principles of Arabic. However, it

also suggests that Arabic grammar, during Slbawahi's time,

was still in its earliest developing stages. This is

evidently true, not only because, as far as the

circumstantial accusative is concerned, the Book is lacking

in systematic explanations of the subject with which it

deals, but also because it bears many other premature
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features.

The most outstanding premature feature of the Book is

that of the terminology, which leads to great confusion. It

seems from the use of words such as khabar and hal, that the

establishment of the terminology is not yet completed. This

is added to the fact that the subject with which it deals is

left undefined and, sometimes, it is not differentiated from

others. Above all, however, the subject is badly

presented. Not only are its discussions not concentrated in

one place, they are, sometimes, embedded in the discussions

of other subjects. It is as though it were presented in

public teaching rather than in a book.

Despite what we have said, however, Sibawayhi manages

to produce, as far as the circumstantial accusative is

concerned, a large number of principles which are still in

use in our present time. Furthermore, Sibawayhi presents a

unique method of explaining the subject. For example, a

word in a sentence is a circumstantial accusative not only

because it takes the accusative case but also, according to

Sibawyhi, because it is prevented by other words from being

other than that. For example, a word, in a verbal sentence,

is a circumstantial accusative because it is prevented by
— G C— — C C —

the fa il or maf ul from being a fa il or a maf ul,

respectively, and a word, in a nominal sentence, is a
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circumstantial accusative because it is prevented by the

predicate from being a predicate.

In addition, in the discussion of the agent of a

circumstantial accusative, Sibawayhi invents an outstanding

but simple view about the agent of a circumstantial

accusative which occurs in a nominal sentence. According to

Sibawaihi, a nominal sentence, which is comprised of a

subject and a predicate, could well be the agent of a

circumstantial accusative as a verb could. This is because

the meaning which is conveyed by it contains the meaning of

a verb. That is, for example: hadha Cabdullahi contains the

c —

meaning of 'unzur 'ilay-hi, huwa abdullahi contains the

Q
meaning of ' i rif-hu etc.

It is clear from what we have already mentioned that

the agent of the circumstantial accusative of a nominal

sentence is, as far as Slbawayhi's view is concerned, the

nominal sentence itself, not, as regarded by many later Arab

grammarians, the verb which is understood to exist after the

predicate of the sentence. It is seems that Sibawayhi's

view is more interesting and simpler than that of the later

Arab grammarians.
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In conclusion, despite the fact that the Book is

lacking with respect to both technique and material, one

cannot fail to render one's appreciation to its author who

makes a generous contribution to the development of Arabic

grammar and whose Book is one of the richest records of the

Arabic language.
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